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PICKET BOATS DROPPED

Subscriptions 83 00 per year payable In
advance; tingle copies three cents
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established
In 1846. In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Oazette
ln 1882 The Free Press was established
In 1855 and ln 1891 changed Its name to
the Tribune These papers consolidated
March 17, 1897.

White Head One Of Ten Stations

Rockland, Maine, Saturday, May 27, 1933

THOMASTON BANK ON UP GRADE

THREE CENTS A COPY

CONSERVATOR OTIS’ REPORT

Volume 88.................... Number 63

HOCKING THE NEW PRESIDENT

To IxtKe One Under Official Orders

Ten Coast Ouard picket boats Total Stock Subscription This Morning Shows That Success
Will Soon Crown the Work of the Canvassers
will be dropped in the First United
States Coast Guard district at once,
according to official announcement.
The good news is flashed this i grade—perhaps even with a brilliant |
The dropping of the boats, which
morning that tlie total subscriptions finish. This little old bank has been
have been used principally to check
j to the stock of the Thomaston bank running pretty well and pretty con
rum running off the New England
stand at $125,940.
tinuously since 1925, and we dbn’t pro
♦
Every day ls a fresh beginning. ♦
i coast, will also result in the dis
♦ every morning Is the world made ♦
Thomaston extends its congratula pose to put up Uie shutters Just be
charge of 30 men in the Coast tions to its good friends and neigh
new—Susan Coolidge.
cause the weather has been a bit
i Ouard service in this district.
bors. Rockland and Camden. The ; lough lately. And now for the bit of
It is planned to assemble the boats news that these two towns had gone
j news that renews our faith that the
at Base 7, Gloucester, whence they over the top in raising new capital
Opening of the
good ln human nature rarely or never
go soon to the Coast Guard depot ior their banks was received with ad
deserts us in the hour of need.
at Baltimore.
miration and enthusiasm, and a beYesterday afternoon a worthy citi
Among the stations listed to lose 1 itef that, with the Thomaston Na zen of Union, a former director in the
' a picket boat is White Head.
SUNDAY, MAY 28
tional Bank well on the way, the sun told Thomaston National Bank, sent

On the Security Trust Co. Made Yesterday In Presence Of Fish and Game Association Starts New Year With Good
Chief Justice Pattangall—Three Methods Suggested
Spirit—Tribute To Late President
“In the words of George Washington’s farewell address I advise you to
’avoid foreign entanglements’.”
This was the advice conveyed yes
terday by Chief Justice William R.
Pattangall of the Maine Supreme
Court,. after
r n.listening
•
am carefully to the»

• slow liquidation of all asset/ for the I While the attendance was not quite —100 percent president and 50 per
^nefit of *he depositors, a plan ( so large as it should havc be°n, the cent "your program chairman.” TTie
which would have few advocates thc annual meeting of the Knox County reception accorded Mr. Hocking
conservator said
showed that his selection as presi
Fish and Game Association at the
Plan No. 2 is for reorganization Universalist vestry Thursday night dent was most pleasing.
Other officers elected were:
t nder the present charter which was very much of a success, the
First Vice President—Raymond E
would involve the writing off of all rutstai.ding features being the
t,eposlts over and aboV(’ 1110 quick tribute paid by the retiring president, 1 Thurston
re port of Ensign Otis conservator of aS9ets-“a new and practically un- „r Walter P.
to rhe attlc > Second Vice President—Ernest C
the Security Trust Company, and the tried device." objections to which President Walter H Butler, and the Davis.
Honorary Vice PresidcnV-Dr. C.
spokesmen of the depositors who are were pointed out by the conservator clretion of Aifrpd c Hccklng * m
seeking a reorganization of the bank
A. E. Codman.
Plan No. 3 calls for an entirely new George as the new president.
Any plan for reopening," said trust company, which would start
Treasurer—London C Jackson
The sharpened appetites of the
Recording Secretary--Albert Elliot.
Atlantic Highway
Your car washed for 66 cents, i‘ soon going to shine again for the in his subscription for 150 shares of Chief Justice Pattangall, “must em with clean and adequate capital— sportsmen (and the women, bless
common stock This was joyfully brace the fundamental proposition $100,600 capital and $50,000 surplus
Financial Secretary—Miss Lenore
cash, during May at Fireproof people of Knox County.
' WARREN, ME.
And we're coming! says Thomas received as a proof of his confidence that the structure wiU be sound. A j with a suggested orderly liquidation
Benner.
63-lt
Garage.
60,61&63
ton. Every day the figures climb, und faith in our institution's future; short time ago we were living in of assets.
Auditor—Donald C. Leach.
and while we well know we are on but when it became known that this blissful ignorance that all banks were
Directors—for three years .Wallace
State Bank Commissioner Cooper
the last steep miles of the long hill, 1 was purchased as a gift to his native not sound. During my experience presented several petitions, one of
E Spear. Maurice F. Lovejoy and Di
the good-will of our people and yes j and beloved town of Union, the act with some of the leading banks I which was for a stockholders' assess
Walter P. Conley; for one year, Put
terday s developments fills us with will be appreciated and appraised at have met with some surprises and ment of 100 percent. Another called
nam P. Bicknell.
some shocks. Reorganization or new for the appointment of a special
confidence that we shall make the j its full worth by all who read.
Advisory Committee — John C.
Dine and Dance in the New Patio—Electric Piano
bank—they are alike in principle. I master to hear claims, and was fol
Creighton, Clarence Leonard and
Fred C. Burkett, Union; William
LOBSTER DINNER, $1.00
ANOTHER MAKES GOOD pastor. Restoration of interest in want to be of assistance in getting lowed by Vie appointment of Edward
sound banking facilities. A city situ C. Payson.
Stevens and Oscar Stariett, Warren;
religious work was the problem fac
CHICKEN AND STEAK DINNERS, 75c
Hale Hanley, Joseph L. Brewster and
J. H. Montgomery, speaking for the
Rev. Kenneth H. Cassens, ing the young but ambitious pastor. ated as Rockland Is should have two
commercial banks Thus far I have depositors' committee, said that a
We think most everybody can Mnd a Quarter for one of our HOT
ZeLma M. Dwinal, Camden; Charles
Rockland Boy, Wins His The construction of these founda- seen nothing that should cause sub-committee had been appointed
CHICKEN BARBECUES, and a Dime for a piece of Juicy RHU
L. Veazie and Herbert F. Mann,
criticism of those who have been in ind asked for a continuance in order
Rockport; Henry Paterson and Ern
BARB PIE.
Spurs in the Ministry
charge.
DOESN’T THAT SOUND GOOD?
est Rawley, St. George; M R. Pills
ihat it might study the conservator's
Another Rockland boy who is giv
"Some of the banks appear to be report—a reouest which Chief Justice
bury. Harold Jackson. Harold Leach,
under the penalty of having been Pattangall declared to be perfectly
Donald Crie and R A Webster,
ing a good account of himself is
adopted into a family made up ol proper.
Rockland; J. Warren Everett, Thom
Kenneth H. Cassens, whose prepara
men who are not residents, and
aston
"We hope to make our report very
tory activities were directed toward
treated as stepchildren rather than early," said Mr. Montgomery
Motion pictures by Supervisor
SUNDAY AND
the ministry. After graduation from
legitimate children, with some of
Elisha W. Pike, chairman of the
Joseph Stickney are always a happy
Colby in 1928, followed by gradua
•heir inheritance possibly dissipated." depositors' committee told of the imfeature of tlie fish and game meet
MEMORIAL DAY
tion from Eastern Seminary, Phila
Diverging from the immediate sub protant position which the Security
ings, and the collection shown by him
delphia in 1932, the young man last
ject for a moment. Chief Justice Pat Trust Company has filled in this The Knox County Fish and Game Thursday night were regarded as ex
DINE AT
tangall touched upon the matter of community, with its 7000 depositors
I June took over the pastorate of the
Association sees another prosper ceptionally good.
| Lubec Baptist Church. There are
savings banks. These, he explained and $2,800,000 in deposits.
The supper was served by Block
ous year with Alfred C. Hocking
ere absolutely owned by the deposi
"It is almost the unanimous
four churches of this denomination
1 of the Universalist Church, and
as its president
tors whereas ln commercial banks dpinion," he said, “that the bank be
j in the Lubec region, and these the I
won htgh praise for its excellence.
the
profits
go
to
the
stockholders,
reorganlzed.
We
feel
that
a
feasible
,.
m
,
were
well
appwise<
j
by
young
pastor
supplies
in
rotation.
The
block members are Mrs. Oeorge
Roa»t Turkey
PA
and not all of the losses should go to plan can be presented
For a quarter of a century the
chicken pie supper, served a la Uni- B. Wood, chairman, Mrs. M. E Wot
the depositors.
\ churches had been without a settled
Judge Pike did not quite agree versalist, A High School orchestra, ton. Mrs. A. C. McLoon. Miss The0
Steak
The report of Conservator Otis, with Conservator Otis that a new furnished, as usual, through the 'rese Rankin, Mrs. J. A. Burpee, Mrs
Whole Boiled or Broiled Live
which appears on this page, in full, bank would yield better returns for courtesy Of Principal Blaisdell en- i L. E. Blackington. Mrs. J. A. Jame
was interesting not only as to the the depositors, citing the Improved | llvenirg mUiic through
son. Mrs. J. Fred Knight. Mrs. Wil
DORMAN’S
financial status of the bank, but the condition of the bond market; the hour, and was given a vote of thanks, liam T. Cobb, Mrs. Oeorge Bach
(PARAMOUNT STYLE)
suggested possibilities as to Its future. proposed government guarantee for M
Mr BlalMW,
mpmbp„ elder, Miss Josephine Thorndike.
HOME MADE
* 75c
Briefly,
there
are
three
courses,
as
depositors;
and
the
prospects
of
bora]so
gaw
gt
.
nerolLS
to Mr Mrs. E. L. Toner, Mrs. O. M. Sim
Rev. Kenneth II. Cassens has added
rowing from
the
Reconstruction
34 to Lubec Church roll in the first outlined by Mr Otis.
Cheney, who had driveiy 175 miles, mons, Mrs. F. L. Weeks. Mrs. C. E.
One is the obvious and possible Finance Corporation.
Daniels, Mrs. Clarence S. Beverage,
year of his first pastorate
; purposely to attend the event.
Available At the House
A meeting for the depositors will
course of definitely abandoning of
John M. Richardson, advertising Miss Irene Lunden, Mrs. Elmer C.
Opposite Knox Trotting Park
402 Main Street
Rockland, Me.
further efforts to continue a banking be called at the committee's conveni
tions was actively gone at, which
manager of Tlie Courier-Oazette. Davis. Mrs. Orace Ayers Black. Mrs.
institution and proceeding to a full. ence.
P. S. Owing to our targe patronage on these days wr suggest you
and Mrs. Helen Elliot, wife of the Ava Lawry, Mrs. Hervey AUen. Mrs.
saw a speedy restoration of church
come early or make reservation—Phone 1380 Rorkland
Association's recording secretary, Donald Weeks. Mrs. Earle MacWllgoing ln the communities and a
liams, Mrs. Edward Benner. Mrs
(Just as good as it ran be madei
'
were admitted to membership.
visible awakening of religious in
Report Of Con$ervator Otis
62*63
E. 8. Vose made a witty verbal Walter H. Butler. Mrs. Albert S.
terest.
STATE OF MAINE
contribution
to
the
festivities Peterson. Mrs. Bessie French. Mrs.
Something of the results of these
Supreme Judicial Court through his report concerning the Mary Bates Gould, Mrs. Henry
activities was disclosed at the re Kennebec, ss.
In Equity.
' proposed restocking of the St. Reuter of Boston, Miss Edna Paycent Easter time, following a series
SANGER N. ANNIS. Bank Commissioner
! Georges River with sea salmon. He son, Misses Caroline and Elizabeth
of special services in the “Dixie''
had done some rough calculating to 1 Jameson, Mrs. W. E Morgan. Miss
vs.
community and cluminating ln 29
show that there are 2000 acres of i *Mabel Pillsbury and Mrs. C .E. RolSECURITY TRUST COMPANY
additions to the church. If tha
water surface between the dam at lins.
REPORT OF CONSERVATOR
measure of a pastor's success is ex
Warren and the one at Union. He
hibited by the frequency with which To the Honorable Justice of our Supreme Judicial Court:
favored putting in salmon now and
COOKERY EXPERTS
the ordinance of baptism is admin
The Conservator of the Security Trust Company reports that on the ninth had
flgh
For The Season
istered. then Rev. Mr. Cassens has day of May, 1933. pursuant to decree of Court of that date, he duly filed the
Hp
u[x>n
Free Home Economics Insti
m
much evidence of things well done bond stipulated in said decree and entered upon the performance of his duties Uvp Moran-S
Tel. 598-M
for on Easter Sunday his baptisms
tute Planned Next Week
An inventory of the moneys, effects and properties of the Security Trust
fish „Hp
nQt
L. B. SMITH, Prop.
at Dixie numbered 13, the first time i Company, as taken oxer by the Conservator as of that date, has been made |ong HR)ugh
M
M thp
By G. A. Lawrence Co.
63*lt
that church had witnessed the ordi ] by the Appraisers appointed by the Court by the decree above referred to, other Congressmen,'
WITH
said Mr. Vose
nance in 19 years. Hls total bap and a summary of their findings is Incorporated in and made a port of ttjls amid laughter.
Mias Orace Hallowell of the Westtisms in the field show 34 added to report. The detail of this inventory is In process of tabulation and upon com
inghouse
Electric Oo. will conduct a
J. A. Tolman said that Explorer
church rolls, with five more candi pletion will be available for inspection by the Court. Substantiating figures Weymouth found plenty of salmon free cooking school and demonstradates to be added to this list-the tinbodying such confirmation of the appended summary, are now available (n
jn Jg05
seemed !tlon at
showrooms of the O A.
PIONEER PAVILION
for Inspection of the Court in the form of work sheets and auditors' memo to think there could be replacement Lawrence Co., 492 Main street, four
coming Sabbath.
It is probable that no church ln randa.
if we didn't have officials to obstruct. afternoons, May 31, June 1, 2 and 3,
EAST UNION
The statement of the assets and liabilities of the Security Trust Company
Maine can show in the past year a
In view of the splendid service from 2 until 4.
larger increase ln new membership as of the close of business May 9. 1933, is as follows:
Every housewife of greater Rock
given by the late Walter H. Butler, as
Mr.
Cassens
has
developed
a
spirit
land
is cordially invited to attend and
president
of
the
Association,
honor

ASSETS
THIS IS A UVE BAND
Music By
a treat ls in store, as the manage
of cooperative helpfulness on the
ary
life
membership
was
conferred
35
$414,287
ROBBINS’ ORCHESTRA part of the people, and ln particular Time loans—secured.
ment has prepared an elaborate pro
643533 82 upon his father, A B. Butler.
Time loans—unsecured,
SPECIAL FEATURES
ADMISSION 40 CENTS
Men 35c; Ladies 15
gram. Mias Hallowell wlll not only
has the Lubec Herald given him the
Df.
Stratton,
secretary,
reported
72
231.897
Demand loans—secured,
8.30 Standard Time
lecture on the arts of home ecofriendly support of its columns.
99,727 41 the admission of 22 new members
Demand loans—unsecured.
53Th-S-tf
'omics but will cook many dishes in
Mr. Cassens is the son of Mr. and
320,263
20
|
during
the
year,
and
receipt
of
$249
320.263 211
Real Estate Mortgage loans,
cluding
roasts, chops,
chicken,
Mrs. O. Carl Cassens of 152 Camden
1,284,361 18 m dues. Donald Leach, reporting for
Bonds and Stocks,
biscuits, pastry etc and these will bo
street, and a member of the First
Lendon
C.
Jackson,
treasurer,
said
92,811 42
Bank Buildings,
presented to thoee attending.
Baptist Church of this city. He
16927 79 thc year's receipts had been $806,
Furniture and Fixtures,
Tlie latest inventions ln electric
was married in Sept. 1928. to Bertha
and
the
expenditures
$702,
leaving
a
10,115 05
Other Real Estate,
(qulpment by Westinghouse will be
Sherrard of Sidney, Me.
cash
balance
of
$104.
Mr.
Leach
also
55
79527
Cash on hand.
used exclusively, including the new
i Mrs. Cassens is an active associ177949 97 presented his report as auditor.
Cash on deposit—other banks.
dual automatic range which does
j ate of her husband in all his work,
President
Conley
commended
the
24
8919
Accounts Receivable,
evcrytlilng from a cooking stand
j occupying the pulpit when he is on
2,200 00 fact that the Association is solvent,
Prepaid Insurance,
point without the touch of human
another part of the field, conduct
something
not
always
seen
these
369 69
Branch offices—items in transit,
hands.
ing prayer meetings and supporting
days.
Miss Hallowell will be assisted by
him in every department of re
In
his
tribute
to
the
late
Judge
$398?,191 39
ligious and social work. She also is
Butler, President Oonley referred to Miss Ann Ward of the O. A. Law
$ 268.257 76 his love of music, and at his request rence Co. home economics depart
Trust Department Investment,
a graduate of Eastern Seminary.
1. $100,000 worth of PREFERRED STOCK must be sold, price
63592 29 Mr. Auld of St. Oeorge sang Judge ment, and both will gladly answer
New Trust accounts—Cash,
$20 per share, yielding 3'zt interest, non-assessable, callable at
Butler's favorite selection, “The Bells any questions of interested house
LIABILITIES
$20, carrying voting rights share for share with the Common, a
of St. Mary.”
"He needs no wives relative to preparation of
$100,000 00 eulogy, but deserves one,” said Dr. looas with modem equipment, ex
Capital Stock,
conservative investment.
100,000 00 Conley, who named loyalty and de plaining to them Lhe arts of economy
Surplus,
45,276 83 pendability as Judge Butler’s pre ln their daily menus There will be
Undivided Profits,
2. $50,000 worth of COMMON STOCK must be sold, price $50 per
101.262 12 dominant characteristics. He quoted souvenirs for all and those planning
Reserve for Depreciation on Investments,
share, par value $100, paying 3'« interest on par, if earned, with
125.000 00 the deceased as saying that the to attend should come early as no
Notes Payable,
DAILY DELIVERY
42.497 17 Knox County Fish and Game Asso seats will be reserved.—adv.
•
voting rights, and not callable, an investment with good chance of
Reserve for Interest,
WHOLESALE OR RETAIL
10,700 00 ciation represents "a cross section of
Reserve for Taxes,
appreciation.
Instead of the usual hearty dinner
1917 29 the finest citizens in Knox County.”
Accounts Payable and Unpaid Wages,
Tel. 263-12
the Boys and Girls Club enjoyed a
339,186 26
Commercial Deposits,
At this point four enthusiastic Boy
3. Two papers must be signed by depositors and sent in to Bank:
12980 00 Scouts were presented by Scoutmas picnic lunch Wednesday, assorted
Demand Certificates of Deposit,
F. C. MALONEY
1. CONSENT to plan of re-organization on back of one sheet).
5,642 80 ter Whitehill. and did stunts In flrst sandwiches, milk and ice cream re
Treasurer's and Certified Checks,
54S*60S63
2,477,372 45 aid. signaling and knot tying. Their galing the 45 members.
2. Witnessed WAIVERS of 32% of amount of deposit on
Savings Deposits,
21,722 75 audience was much impressed.
Christmas Club Deposits,
March 4, 1933.
49-tf
6 78
Income Tax collected at source,
In his “valedictory" President YOUR FAVORITE POEM
12 28 Oonley declared there should be a
Tax withheld on Safe Deposit rentals,
If I had to live my life again I would
1 42 law with teeth in It to prevent so have made a rule to read some poetry
Check tax withheld.
YOUR BANK NEEDS YOUR HELP
and listen to some music at least once
13 24 much destructive latitude for cats a week The loss ot these tastes ls a loss
Trusteed Accounts,
YOU NEED THE BANK’S HELP
and dogs. “The department recog of happiness—Charles Darwin.
$3,382,191 39 nizes that there should be restric
REQUIEM
Specialize on Chimes and French
ACT IMMEDIATELY TO PROTECT YOUR OWN INTERESTS
Under the wide and starry sky
Clocks
268957 76 tions,” said Dr. Conley, "and this is
Trust Department Deposits,
Dig the grave and let me lie;
All Work Guaranteed
Olad did I live and gladly die.
63,592 29 something for the Association to
New Trust Deposits,
And I laid me down with a will.
Formerly employed by C. E. Morse
work for,”
Jeweler
This
be the verse you grave for me:
Acknowledging his election to the
ESTIMATE OF PREFERENCES
Here he lies where he longed to be,
Now Located at
presidency.
Alfred
C.
Hocking
styled
The
following
claims
are
tentatively
listed
as
probably
entitled
to
priority;
Home
ls the sailor, home from sea.
HUSTON-TUTTLE BOOK STORE
And the hunter home from the hill.
his predecessor as a 150 percent man
404 Main Street
Rockland
(Continued on Page Two)
—Robert Louis Stevenson.
This advertisement is contributed by thc Thomaston Board of Trade
62-63

Plymouth Tea Room

COMMUNITY SWEET SHOP

Special

The Paramount
T\*
chicken Dinners 50c

LOBSTER

PARAMOUNT RESTAURANT

ICE CREAM

Saturday, May 27

Oakland Park

WESSAWESKEAG
INN
Opening May 30

OPENING TUESDAY, MAY 30
11 MEN 11

DANCE

AL JANS’ MUSICAL JOY BOYS
11 MEN 11

Every Saturday Evg.

TO OPEN

THE THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK

W. J. TAIT
Expert Watch and
Clock Maker

SUBSCRIBE

NOW

The Courier-Gazette

BIRD IS PRESIDENT

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Local Attorney Now Heads

The Lord is my rock, and my
fortress, and my deliverer; my God.
my strength, in whom I will trust.—
Psalm 18:2.
AMONG TUE BANKS

The community interest in the
local banking situation, this morn
ing, addresses itself in particular
to the National bank in Thomas
ton and the hearing held yesterday
by Chief Justice Pattangail in the
affairs of the Security Trust Co.
The news that the Thomaston situ
ation waits only upon a remaining
subscription of some $24,000, gives
assurance that the loyalty of tiie
people, allied with the earnest and
unselfish Libor of the committees,
is soon to bring that situation to
the point of gratifying success.
The report of Ensign Otis, conser
vator in the matter of the Security
TTust, is herewith printed in full,
for the careful consideration of
that portion of the public whose
interest is associated with the insti
tution and who eagerly await the
forward action which shall restore
it to its sphere of usefulness in the
community. All of which lies
hopefully in the situation which
is to see complete restoration of a
sound banking condition in Knox
County and the gradual return of
prosperous times.
INCREASING THF. CROP

Heaven knows that cases of
drunken driving before our local
cotuts are plentiful enough now.
What shall we do with ’em when
beer is being legally sold all over
Knox Oounty? One way to guard
against the already too apparent
evil is to keep Maine on the water
wagon.

A FRIENDLY CALL
Turning into the little-traveled
branch road that carries one over
the summit of Bear Hill, you en
counter at the top of it thc famous
Packard farm—famous because its
cultivated acres for a matter of two
centuries have been under owner
ship of the one family whose name
it bears, and will continue to bear
for generations to come. What
more natural than that you should
step to shake hands with your oldtime friend Jason Packard, the
present owner, who with his wife
enjoys the comfort of the modern
luxuries which have been grafted
upon thc rural home, while their
son Karl and his capable wife ad
minister thc many exacting activi
ties ot this well-conducted farm.
Jason confesses to years that num
ber 88. while Mrs. Packard, in her
95th year, is proud to show thc
seventy-six patchwork quilts whioh
her skill and taste have lately
brought to completion. A fine
couple, of the genuine old New
England stock, the sort you wlll
still come upon here and there
among the rural homes of Knox
County, hospitable, old-fashioned
folk, who retain the traditions of
earlier times, when life here
flowed in simpler 'channels, and
whom you part from with a feel
ing that you have touched in with
an atmosphere of things which it
were better for all of us could they
be brought back again.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, May 27, 1933

age Two

the Rotary Club—A Legis

CONSERVATOR OTIS’ REPORT
(Continued From Page One)

subject, however, to the determination of a Master thereon, and thc subse
quent acceptance of such determination by the Court:
Alan L. Bird was elected president DEPOSITS IN SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
of Rockland Rotary Club at yester Trust Department balances.
$ 1,113 93
day's meeting. He will have associ Special Deposits made under Bulletin No. 7,
15.901 36
ated with him during thc ensuing Bank Commissioner, dated March 18, 1933,
year John M. Richardson as vice
$17,015 35
president. Louis A. Walker as secre DEPOSITS IN COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT:
$41261 97
tary and Alan F. McAlary as treas United States Postal Savings,
2.597 IB
urer.
The
retiring
president Coupon Ledger Deposits,
Charles W. Sheldon, L. A. Thurston Trust Department balances,
5.183 10
$49,042 65
and Edwin L. Brown were added to j
the board of directors.
| OTHER LIABILITIES:
In recognition of the approach of! State and Town Taxes—reserve.
$10,700 00
Memorial Day a delegation of G.A fy Treasurer's Checks and Certified Checks,
members were honor guests, includ-1 outstanding,
5.642 80
ing Col. F. S. Philbrick, Capt. H. R Unpaid Salaries and Wages,,
775 n
188 50
Huntley of Rockland. Orville Brown Collections due customers.
and Samuel Rankin of West Rock-1 Federal Excise Tax on checks and Safe
13 70
port and Enoch Anderson of Belfast., Deposit rentals,
6 78
The silver haired veterans were giv-' Income Taxes collected at source,
en a royal welcome as introduced by Estimated amounts derived from collection of
2.500 00
“Uncle Fernando,” and Louis A
items during bank holiday., not more than
$19,827 60
Walker presented the club's tribute
Songs of the Civil War period and
$85,885 60
of today were led by Dr. Bickford and
the irrepressible Doc Webber of Other possible preferred claims which may arise when complete
Belfast.
analysis of savings accounts has been completed are not esti
The principal speaker was Dr. Neil mated in these computations.
A. Fogg, lately representative from Based on computations made from the summary of sound values
this city in the 86th legislature, and previously stated, the Savings Department Dividend is estimated
he told in a paper replete with gems at 78*1 and the Commercial Department at 20".
of wisdom and dry humor his ■>xRATING OF ASSETS
periences as a neophyte in politics
The following classification of assets of the Company is comprised ln the
It was early evident to the hearers
report of Appraisers, based upon market reports as to the values of stocks
that Dr. Fogg had kept eyes and ears
and bonds, whether owned or held by the Company as collateral security;
alert to all legislative doings. He
and upon a close and detailed study and analysis of each individual loan,
took occasion to pay tribute to the
whether time or demand, secured or unsecured.
political acumen of Raymond E
APPRAISERS' ANALYSIS
Thurston and spoke strongly in be
Partial
Little
half of a State sales tax which he
Recovery
Slow
Realizable
feels will have passage either in spe
Good
But Good
Expected
Value
cial session or early in the 87th
$
1.971 12
$166 ,620 00
legislature. His experiences as pre Pledged assets.
616 646 58 $1.070 636 13 1 086 .668 77 $ 171.382 3
siding officer of the House occasioned Segregated assets,
45 400 00
2.719 24
37 .086 6
Free assets.
183.060 56
many chuckles.
Representative Adelbert Smith of
$966 327 14 $1,116 036 13 $1,091,359 13 $ 208,468 99
Vinalhaven was invited to speak and Total Assets.
Placing no value whatever on the doubtful and bad assets there are the
gave an interesting comment on the
lobster angle of the recent session following sound assets:
$ 966.327 14
which claimed his primary interest. Good assets.
1,116.036 13
■
Having heard from the three repre Slow but Good assets.
sentatives the meeting moved into
$2,082,363 27
the Senate and received an enlight Total sound assets,
ening commentary on the loca! Less:
$125,000 00
Notes Payable.
banking situation from Senator Mc
85.885 60
Estimated possible Preferred Claims,
Loon who is making an intensive
$210,885 60
study of the existing problem. A
lively open forum testified to the
$1,871,477 67
interest in the subject. It is worthy Sound assets available for depositors,
of note that in the heat of argument
DEPOSITS
a keen listener caught the wily gen
Time
Commercial
tleman from Knox in a slip which Total Deposits,
$2 499 095 20
$351 466 26
lightened the senatorial bankroll by Deduct: Estimated Possible
two bits, amid much laughter.
Preferred Claims shown in
Visiting Rotarians were Ralph
49 .042 65
17,015 35
schedule
Thomas and Dr. Webber of Belfast,
and I .R. Cutler from Old Town.
$2 482,079 85
$302 423 61
Ouests in addition to the veterans Add: Dividend declared
included Representative Smith and
payable May 1. 1933.
E. G Carver of Vinalhaven, and
42.497 17
inot paid).
Peter A. Isaacson of Lewiston.

lative Session

MICKIE SAYSoue good ■njiuG- about
editors, -ruev ailtt crepe
HAUGERS. TD TW EOTOR,
HtS TUWU IS TW BEST |U TH'
LAMP, HIS TOVUWSPEOPLE
ARE SOPS OVUM PEOPLE, AMP
BUSIUESS IS ALWAYS
BOOMIWS. WOUL0MT IT

BE TERRIBLE IF EDITORS
VJERE KMOCKERS, INSTEAD
OF BOOSTERS?

INTERESTING PUBLICATIONS

Mrs. Kate C. Sherman of 125 Elm
street, Camden u’rites to the paper:
"Reading the question in your issue
of May 25. as to there being other

At the Annual Outboard Motor
*

Boat Race, (132 miles down the
Hudson River), Albany to New
York, William Feldhausen of

Stapleton, L. I., was winner

HE USED IB TEXACO PRODUCTS
A. C MCLOON s. CO.
LOCAL TEXACO DISTRIBUTORS

.. I

SOl’NDS MUCH BETTER
in April this year were $242,734 less
tc). The stock isSue As thc terms of the Emergency Act definitely subordi
_____
! than in the same month of last year.
nate the rights of the new stockholders to the claims of the holders of cer
Encouraging Improvement in the [ yor the first four months this year,
tificates of Indebtedness, to an amount Un this specific case) several times
in excess of the total capitalization; and as these certificates must be paid finances ot the Maine Central Rail- the Maine Central has a deficit of
off in full with compound interest before any stockholder can participate in road is shown in the figures of that, *231 381 which is $41,098 less than in
. i « j n i. / .v. o-o thc comparable period cf 1932 when
the earnings; the Conservator does not believe that lt would be practical to road. ,for April.
A deficit of $29.808
K
.
1 revenues of the read were great’r
place the new stock that would have to be sold. If the prospective buyers fully
in net income ts shown. This com- .
by $843,827.
understood the liabilities and disabilities this stock would be burdened with.
tdi. Operation of reorganized bank. Even if the bank could be so re pares however with a deficit of $45,Saunders Cabins reopen Sunday
organized in any reasonable time, and the Impaired capital replaced, still 587 in April 1932. despite the fact
the bank would have to continue to operate under what would amount to a that revenues of the Maine Central for the season.
receivership for all the time it was getting the mass of certificates of indebt
edness cleaned up. Every decision of its officers and directors would have to
be made, and every decision arrived at. subject to review, approval and decree
of the Court. It may be conceivable, but hardly believable, that any officers
or directors would be found who would be willing to assume their duties
I have the largest assortment of Plants in Knox County. All
under these conditions. In addition, the loss of prestige and confidence tn a
kinds of Summer Flowering Plants. I have always sold these from
bank so operating would be a handicap, the seriousness of which could
35 cents to 60 cents per dozen; I am now selling these for 25 cents
hardly be overestimated.
per dozen at the house. I have all kinds of Perennial Plants, those
Third. It has been suggested that the Security Trust Company be replaced,
were 50 cents each, they are new selling from 25 cents to 40 rents
each. I have all kinds of Vegetable Plants, Rock Garden Plants.
,ia^ its bonking functions carried on. by an entirely new trust company. Such
All of these plant* are raised from thr best seed obtainable. I also
a company could be organized quickly and economically; it would start busi
have Bone Meal, Sheep Manure, Yigorp. Nitrate of Soda. Peat Moss,
ness with clean and adequate capital ($100,000 capital and $50,000 surplus
Potting Soli, Iron Rabbits, Iron Dogs, Bird Baths, Window Boxes,
has been suggested); and it would inherit none of the problems or compli
Trellises, Galvanized Vases, Wire for Flower Beds.
cations inherent in the old bank. This new bank would take over at once
I ran send these Plants anywhere In Maine. People out ol town
all sound assets of the Security Trust Company, and would place to the
must send rash and also extra money for parcel post.
credit of depositors, at once and without any restrictions or reservations
If Interested in Plants, send for a price list.
whatever, an equivalent amount of deposits.
I have Bouquets for Memorial Day for 50c each; Tulips 60c doz.
Slow, doubtful and poor assets of the old bank would then be liquidated in
a slow, orderly manner, and as fast as any substantial liquidation was effected
EDWIN A. DEAN
the resulting funds would be. released, unrestricted and free, to the depositors,
TEL. 671-J
486 OLD COUNTY ROAD
ROCKLAND, ME.
pro rata.
62-63S69
The organization of the new bank would provide the needed banking
facilities to the communities served, and. in the Conservator's opinion, would
enable the depositors to realize a much larger percentage of their present
Deposits for Distribution,
$2,524,577 02 $302 423 61 $2,827,000 63 deposits eventually. The plan involves no complicated and expensive borrow
The foregoing analysis Indicates beyond any reasonable doubt the very ings. payment of interest on preferred stock nor loans from Reconstruction I
material depletion of the capital assets of the Company, and thus auto Finance Corporation or any similar source. Unless there are aspects of the
matically raises the question of possible recovery from stockholders' liability. case which have wholly escaped his attention, the Conservator wishes to give
In a petition filed herewith the Conservator asks for a decree authorizing his full and considered approval to the new bank project.
CONCLUSION
the enforcement of stockholders' double liability by levy of a 100". assess
In conclusion, the Conservator has to report that, to keep depositors
ment upon all stockholders of the Security Trust Company In view of the
fact that a majority of the stock. 692 shares of the 1.009 total, is owned by informed and to establish the fullest degree of co-operation between him and
Fidelity Trust Company of Portland, itself under conservatorship; and as the depositors whose interests he has to protect, he called a general meet
recovery of assessments against other substantial holdings of stock is prob ing in Rockland on May 16. This meeting was well attended, and it was the
lematical, no attempt is here made to estimate the probable net recovery almost unanimous opinion that the bank should be neither abandoned nor
from this source. With this item eliminated from calculations, and no consolidated. In response to the Conservator's suggestion, a general com
CA 290 150
account being made of possible recovery from appreciation of security values mittee was appointed to represent the depositors, and this original committee
—
has
since
increased
its
membership
to
include
representatives
from
every
ALUE never before offered! That's
or possible realization upon Items rated as doubtful or worthless, it may be
what you'll sec at the Westingcalculated that an orderly and slow liquidation of assets might be expected town in thc county. This committee is invited to study and analyze the situhouse Refrigerator Spring Showing
to return something like 73ri to savings depositors and 20".
commercial atiofl in the light of this report and Its substantiating figures, and is
now in progress.
depositors. It must be understood, however, that this estimate is formed assured that the fullest weight will be given to its well considered decisions
Prices are lowest in Wcstinghouse
and
wishes
without consideration of thc elements mentioned above or several other con
history. Quality has never before been
As time is the essential factor, both from the standpoint of business in
greater. Sec for yourself. Thc mechtingent factors.
general and the test protection of the rights of depositors, it is cordially
anismisHERMETICALLY SEALED.
“PLANS'
r_
hoped that, with the guidance and suggestions of the Court, the depositors
Dual automatic control makes it
Several general "plans" of procedure have been Informally proposed, and j may mon find lt possible to unite upon a plan which will best serve to bring
doubly reliable. Many other features
provide every important refinement.
it seems appropriate that these be outlined briefly here as a part of the gen- ] about a resumption of normal banking activities in Knox County and begin
ONE line ... ONE quality ... the best
eral situation to be considered.
at cnee the active and united work that will bring this plan to a quick and
AN EXTRAVACANCE
that can be built!
First, there is the obvious and possible course, of definitely abandoning I successful culmination.
TO PAY MORI • • A
It's an extravagance to pay more, a
further effort to continue any banking institution and proceeding to a full, j
Respectfully submitted,
gamble to pay less. Visit our Spring
CAMBLE TO PAY USS
slow liquidation of all assets for the benefit of the depositors. While this
ENSIGN OTIS.
Showing today!
might eventually work out to a very fair net return to depositors, I believe !
ft eslinglioiinr Dual-automatic
Conservator of Security Trust Company.
Hrjrigcralors un display at
the plan would find few advocates. It would entail serious hardship for the
business of the community and deprive lt of the banking facilities to which It j
ly
believe
that
large
risks
’
loans
have
A MORAN CLAUSE
has been accustomed This course, unfortunate and unpopular as it would
been granted on account of the fact
undoubtedly be. must be considered as a possibility unless some plan to re- Finds Its Way Into Steagall that the banks were participating ln
AINE
CEN
organize or replace the present bank can be devised and supported by deinsurance commissions on the line of
POWE
MPAMY
•OWErt^eOMPi
Banking Bill—Conference insurance made available by the
positors and other interested parties with reasonable unanimity.
Second, there Is under consideration a plan for reorganization of the
loan."
With Glass
Security Trust Company, under Its present charter, under the terms of the
so-called Emergency Bank Act as enacted by the 86th Legislature, 1933 This
The Steagall banking bill as passed
plan would involve a write-off of all deposits over and above the value of I by the House of Representatives, inthe quick assets; allocation of these quick assets pro rata over the deposits, eluded the provision suggested by
Moran.
requiring
observing the distinction between savings and commercial deposits as pro Representative
vided in the segregation statutes; giving to each depositor a certificate of banks to divorce themselves from in
indebtedness for the balance of his claim; enforcement of the stockholders’ surance affiliates as well as from
double liability by offlcers of the bank; and the issue of enough new stock to securities affiliates,
Meanwhile Senator Olass, author
rebuild the capital structure.
In order to Acquaint
This plan of reorganization is a new and practically untried device, and of the nearly identical bill before the
the public with their remarkable shaving
the conservator has not as yet seen the possibility of applying the terms of Senate, asked Moran to confer with
qualities we have made it possible for
the Emergency Act to the present situation. If it can be shown to be prac him on his proposal with a view to
your
favorite dealer to supply you with
ticable. the Conservator will, of course, co-operate to the fullest extent to including it in his bill.
The section added to the Steagall
bring It about. He wishes, however, to point out what appear to him to be
bill prohibits any bank pr any em
serious objections to it.
• ai. Time of accomplishment. It appears from the phrasing of the Act ploye of a bank whose deposits are
in question, that no figure could be arrived at upon which to base the guaranteed in any respect by the bill
“scaling down" of deposits until the amount realized from assessment of to act directly or indirectly as an
stockholders' liability had been conclusively fixed, not by estimate, but by agent or broker for any insurance
actual collection. Nor could this allocation of assets be determined until business. It imposes a penalty of
every question of liability had been determined by a Master and his repori $1000 fine or one year's imprison
Frec with each 5-pack purchased at the
accepted by the Court without appeal It is difficult to see how the procedure ment, or both, upon a violation.
regular price of 25c. With such a liberal
could be expedited sufficiently to insure reopening of the bank within any , Representative Moran urged Lhe
divorce cf banks from insurance
reasonable time.
trial offer be sure to purchase your sup
tb). Release of deposits. The Act provides that, after the assets have been affiliates on the ground that banking
ply NOW. REMEMBER, thete blades
so allocated, and the percentage of deposits credited pro rata, these “released" judgment on loons “is frequently
are told with a money back guarantee.
deposits are payable to the depositor, not absolutely and at once, but "in such affected by the fact that large insuramounts and at such times as the Court directs.” In other words, the deposit cr.cc commissions are available if the
On Sale Wherever Blades Arc Sold
cannot be certainly and freely drawn upon, even in its greatly reduced loan is granted.
DMritwtad Lf
'
j
“It would also end the coercion of
amount. It is not clear that partial release of deposits upon such uncertain
JOHN
BIRD
CO.
terms would add gTeatly to the depositor's feeling of confidence or give him insurance premiums through ithe
Rockland, Maine
power of credit," he argued. “I firmany material freedom in making his business plans,

FLOWER AND VEGETABLE PLANTS

V

A MODEL NEWSPAPER

Our thanks to the reading room
committee of the local Christian
Science Church, who have made of
us a complimentary’ subscriber to
the daily paper published by that
society, the reading of which, upon
those gracious terms, we are to
enjoy during the six ensuing cal
endar months. Every editor of a
publication which desires to remain
alive in its served community nec
essarily finds himself in contact
with many contemporary news
papers. of whose pages he takes
daily cognizance and by that
process endeavors to keep himself
In step with the passing show.
He is not insensible to the merits
of those vehicles of news gathered
out of the worlds four quarters;
but alas how frequently he puts
them down, benumbed by the
ballyhoo, by the public scramble
for the exclamatory type explod
ing its message from the first page;
by the lengthy columns exploiting
matters of no general interest or
public concern. Crime, sports, the
gangster, beer, with kindred topics
emphasized beyond their import
ance in the daily scheme of things.
So tliat a practiced reader lays
down his copy of the Christian
Science Monitor, after a reading of
its filled columns, with the feeling
that he has been told the news of
the world, in brief but with com
prehension, by a narrator who has
laid lt before him with that
courtesy of speech which charac
terizes the gentleman.

AGAIN TEXACO ws

TRAI^M

The 1933 season at Oakland Park's
dance pavilion will open Tuesday
night. May 30. with Al Jan's' Musi
cal Joy Boys, a well known 11-man
dance drive, providing the music.
Manager Dondero has the big plant
in apple pie order.
BASEBALL NOTES

Waldoboro High had no trouble in
' pinning an 18 to 4 defeat upon
Elrskine Academy in Waldoboro
] Thursday. The score by innings;
J Erskine Academy 0 0 0 0 0 0 4— 4
i Waldoboro .......... 3 2 7 2 1 3 x—16
Caswell and Arnold; Ives. Miller
and Freeman.
• ♦ • •
Lincoln Academy defeated Thom
aston High 9 to 7 in Newcastle Wed1 nesday.

copies of ‘Art Work of Knox Counj ty,’ to which the article referred. I
will state that I have the nine parts
of the publication described. I have
i also twelve parts of 'Battles of the
• United States by Sea and Land,' by
Henry B. Dawson, the first chapter
dated April 19. 1775. It was a copy
right work sold only to subscribers,
published in 1858 by Johnson, Fry
& Co.. 27 Beckman street. New
York."

Pack of 4*

WlMfe

BLADES
Regularly

5^
25^

Every-Othir-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, May 27, 1933

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
May 28 Opening to the publlo ot
Montpelier In Thomaston.
May 30-Memorlal Day.
June 1-2—‘The Forest Court.” auspices }
of Parent-Teacher Association.
June 3—Monthly meeting ot City Gov
ernment.
June 7—Patriarchs Militant field day
[ (Department of Maine, ln Rockland.
June 7 — Thomaston High School
graduation.
June 7—Annual field day of lady Knox I
r Chapter. D.A.R.. at Mrs. Blodgett’s cot
tage. Jefferson Lake.
June 8—Rockport High School gradu
ation.

June 10—Lakewood Theatre season
opens.
June 11—Baccalaureate 8unday at
First Baptist Church.
June 14—W C. T. U. County Conven
tion at Methodist Church ln Union.
June 14-15 Grand Army and allied
bodies meet In Bangor.
WEATHER

Showers this morning nre drench
ing thc apple blossoms which thc
warm sunshine of the past few days
has brought out in such profusion.
Yesterday noon temperature was 72;
this morning at 8 o'clock, 48, wind
east. The rain is greatly needed
following a prolonged period of dry
weather. There is some prospect of
clearing tomorrow.
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IN THE

Semites’ Cram®

CHURCHES

Bargain Days Are Still Here

Wreaths

Cars Washed,

•

Sprays

69c

Tops Dressed,

WREATHS,

79c to $3.50

BASKETS,

69c to 98c
69c and $1.29

SPRAYS,

FLAGS, Silk and Wool Bunting

bly. Kenneth Morgan, president of
Day old chicks while they last,
the Glee Club, presided as chairman
Other members of the club are Clar Saturday only, 8'2 cents each; $1 per
ence Peterson, Albert Huntley, Ar dozen at Stover's, Rockland. Com
nold Wright. Fred Hainlng, Lawrence plete line seeds and fertilizers—adv.
62-63
Crockett, Reginald McLaughlin, Rus
sell Nash, Richard Ellingwood, Gor
don Richardson, David Curtis. Rich
ard Marsh. Richard Harden. Adelbert
Newbert, Ernest Johnson, Robert
For your used furniture
Saunders, Wesley Knight, Robert
Now is the time to sell
Crane, William Cross, Charles Dor
We will pay highest
[
gan, Ernest DeMasse, Charles Toner,
Roy Brown, Earl Sukeforth, Roy
I
Joyce, Otis Drake and Donald Mar
For all kinds of used furniture
riner.
Call 426-M and representative
-----------------I
will call—or
Jay Oliver, employed 15 years at
Jack Green's corner, has gone Into
Write MR. X
business himself in the former Fred
Care of The Courier-Gazette
63-65
Tripp shop. All welcome.—adv.

CASH

Prices

i

SERMONETTE

Day and Night

4.40-21, $3.09; 4.75-19, $3.99

Batteries

30-31-2, $2.99

LOW AS

ALL OTHER SIZES AT EQUALLY LOW PRICES

Lights Along the Shore

The lighthouse lifts Its massive ma
sonry,
A pillar of flre by night, of cloud
by day.
—Longfellow.

The fierce gales with which
these coasts were visited during
the recent autumn and winter,
brought grave danger to the
sailors and oftentimes to those
whose duty It is to serve them.
The numerous lighthouse and
life saving stations arc enlisted
ln the same cause, a humane
service centuries old. It always
causes regret to read thc notices,
posted ln our custom houses and
postoffices, that announce the
discontinuance of some light-ship
and the substitution of a gas
buoy. Many times these changes
in old familiar beacons are
brought about through the mis
taken zeal of some congressman
or senator, for so-called economy,
who never found himself in peril
on the sea.
Many mariners regret thc
abolition of the twin lights at
Thatcher's, Cape Elizabeth and
other points. Even when a more
powerful light ls substituted, lt
does not accomplish the primary
purpose, which was for safety of
those on the ocean. These lights
were distinctive and when seen
were never mistaken.
Could you imagine anyone
wishing to change ttie. one—four
—three, flash of Minot's, con
stantly flashing to the sailor, “I—
love—you!”
Economy should never be car
ried so far that a single light
once established shall ever fail.
Goethe's last words were "More
light."
William A. Holman.
At the morning service at the Con
gregational Church tomorrow the sub
ject of Mr Rounds' sermon will be
"Christ's Standard of Judgment."
The Sunday school will meet at noon.
• • • ■
At First Church of Christ, Sientlst, corner of Cedar and Brewster
streets. Sunday services are at 10.30
and the subject of the Lesson-Ser
mon tomorrow will be "Ancient and
Modern Necromancy, alias Mesmer
ism and Hypnotism. Denounced."
Sunday school is at 11.45. Wednes
day evening testimony meeting is at
7.30. The reading room is located at
400 Main street, and ls open week
days from 2 until 5 p. m.
• • • •
Pastor Perry's subject at the Sun
day morning service at Littlefield Me
morial Church will be "Investments
that never depreciate.” The choir wiil
sing thc anthem "When our journey
here ls over,” Von Serge, and Mrs.
Lina Barter will sing a sono. Junior
church will meet at 10.30 with Olive
Bragg as superintendent and Bible
school at 11.45. The B Y P.U. will hold
their service at 2.30 at Ingraham Hill
chapel instead of 6.30 at the church.
The pastor will speak. "The devil in
the churches” will be Mr. Perry's
Sunday evening subject. The Junior
choir will sing. Friday evening's
Bible study will be at tbhe home ol
Earl Randall.
• • • •
At the Pratt Memorial Methodist
Episcopal Church tomorrow Memorial
Sunday will be observed. The Grand
Army of the Republic and other pa
triotic bodies will attend the service
at 10.30, when Rev. Charles E. Brooks,
the pastor, will speak on "The price
of freedom.” The vested choir will
sing as an anthem “O for a thousand
tongues to sing,” Wooler; and Mrs
Marianne Bullard will sing as a solo
‘"The unknown soldier," O'Hara. Thc
church school will meet at the noon
hour. The Epworth League service
will be combined with evening worship
at 7.15, and Rev. L. R. Craig of Bucks
port will be the guest speaker. Thc
midweek service of Christian fellow
ship will be held on Tuesday eccning
at 7.15.
• • • •
A message for Memorial Sunday will
be given at the First Baptist Church
Sunday morning. The choir will sing
"Come unto me,” Heyier. Gerald
Margeson will sign "When the world
forgets," Ackley. The church school
will mee’t at the noon hour and the
Christian Endeavor meeting will be
held at 6 o'clock. The people's eve
ning service will open with the big j
sing, assisted by the organ and piano
Mr. MacDonald will give his seventh

A. C. and FIRESTONE

Tumblers Polish, 73c
Road Haze Remov
er,
73c

$3.95
AND YOUR OLD BATTERY
$1.00 allowanc e for your old battery
in rxehange for any higher priced
battery.

TRUCK OWNERS!
Trade For New Tires
Now!
While Prices Are Low

Tar Remover,

73c

Motor Oil, qt.,

11c

(Regular 25c Value)

SPECIAL!

SPECIALIZED LUBRICATION

In Rolls

DAY AND NIGHT

Firestone Tube
Repair Kits,

I

COME IN AND SEE HOW WE DO IT

Inside Hydraulic Lift, Complete Modem Equipment
e

16c

TELEPHONE ROCKLAND 889
ONE STOP SERVICE
OPEN DAY & NIGHT

Gates Brake Lining

WINTER ST.

CARS POLISHED
OR SIMONIZED
by the
Oliver Brothers

13c

Polish Cloths,

Simonize Cleaner, 49c
Simonize Wax, 49c
The Two—95c
Blowout Patches, 9c

Fireproof Garage Co.

sermon in the series on the “Triumphol return of Christ” at this hour,
his subject, "The signs of the times.”
The choir will sing "Lead me on,"
Wilson. Gladys Grant and Muriel
Crie w'ill sing “The touch of a friendly
hand," Ackley. The happy prayer and
praise meeting will be held Tuesday
at 7.15. The Rainbow Hour will be
broadcast over WLBZ Wednesday
evening from 7 to 7 30.
• • • •
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal).
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the serv
ices for tomorrow will be appropri
ate for the Sunday after the Ascen
sion : Holy communion at 7 30; church
school at 9.30; choral eucharist and
sermon at 10.30. Vespert dally at 4.30
and holy communion Friday at 7.30.
Rev. George H. Welch at the Uni
versalist Church Sunday at 10.45 will
preach on "The future of America,"
appropriate for Memorial Day. The
quartet will sing as an anthem 'To
thc<’. O country," Eichberg, and Mrs.
Gladys Morgan, contralto, will sing
"In Flanders Fields." John Philip
Sousa. Church school meets at noon,
and intermediate Y.P.CU. at 5 30,
with Vieno Kangas as leader.

The host of Rockland mends of
Thomas E. Shea, veteran actor and
frequent visitor to this city will
learn with regret of his sustaining
painful injuries yesterday ln an
automobile accident near his sum
mer home at Northport. He re
ceived severe cuts about the face
and head when his car went over a
culvert.

ROCKLAND

lf I answered every darned fool
question that is put to me I wouldn't
Sons of Union Veterans Insti But Was Too Busy To An get nothing done.”
swer Fool Questions—One And so Bert drove on, concluding
tute New Body At Camden
that he wouldn't hinder the wheels
On Bert Blodgett
—State Officers Present
of progress.

GEORGE S. COBB CAMP

HE WASN'T BASHFUL

The George S Cobb Camp, Sons of
Union Veterans of the USA. was
instituted at Camden last night and
tho following officers installed by
Junior Vice Department Commander
Salter of Bellast: Commander. L. E.
Ames; senior vice commander. G. E.
Nash; Junior vice commander, Dr
Page; camp council. David E. Crock
ett, H. L. Fairbrother, Oeorge F
Thomas; treasurer, C. L.,Blake and
secretary, Fred Crockett.
Thc Camp starts with a member
ship of 26 8tate Department offlcers
present were 6tate Department Com
mander Holstein of Westbrook,
Senior Vice L. E. Cole of Bangor,
Junior Cice Salter, Installing officer.
ol Belfast, State organizer Frank
Small of Cooper's Mills and Depart
ment Patriotic Instructor Earl Hayes
of Windsor Past Department Com
mander Col. E. K. Gould acted as
secretary.

Bert Blodgett tells a good story
at his own expense.
Riding through the country the
other day his attention was attract
ed to a bright looking youngster.
"How are you today, my son?" he
asked.
No reply.
“I believe you're a little bit bash
ful, aren't you?"
This time the boy turned, and ad
dressing his Interrogator said:
“Say, mister, I ain't bashful, but

With Halifax and points east as
All automobile registration offices
their objective R. A. Webster and
ln thc state will be closed from Sat
The Courier-Gazette's Roving Re
urday noon until Wednesday morn
porter departed late yesterday after
ing.
noon by motor, spending 'ast night
Rev. H. R. Winchenbaugh who is in Calais.
to be Rockland's Memorial Day
orator will also take part in two
other Memorial Day programs,
speaking at Whitefield in the after
noon and at Windsor ln thc evening.
Col. F. S. Philbrick will go the
rounds with him.

59c

Spark Plugs,

TRADE IN YOUR OLD WORN ONES!

Made of Magnolia Leaves and Wax Flowers

There will be no aneeting of the J Lyford Ames has moved from the
Raymond A. Grady of Bangor was
Forty Club next week because of the Adams house on Broadway to an elected State deputy at the annual
holiday.
apartment on Talbot avenue.
convention of the Maine Knights of
Columbus in Augusta Tuesday.
The senior choir of St. Peter's Among thc resolutions adopted was
Tlie county high school track meet
scheduled for today at Knox Trotting Church Is to present two sparkling one making the work of the coming
Park is postponed until Monday comedies at thc Undercroft Wednes year thc raising of $10,000 to aid the
day evening at 8 o'clock, under the Bishop in thc support of the five
at 1.30
oirection of Miss Margaret Buttomer. Catholic hospitals in thc State.
William Ellingwood Jr. who recent One will be "A Village Sewing Circle"
The recent feat of Al Middleton,
ly underwent a minor car operation end the other "A Day Off at the Old
at Colby College arrives home today Ladies' Home." The activity Is open the Vinalhaven pitcher who struck
to the public at a small admission out 25 men in a recent game at the
to recuperate.
fee.
island brought deserved fame to
this brilliant boxman, but did not
Jay Oliver, for 15 years employed
The annual children's party of Ed
at Jack Oreen's, has opened a con win Libby Relief Corps Thursday constitute a Knox County record, as
fectionery and tobacco store ln the brought out 54 youngsters. A pro some have claimed. In 1901 Walter
shop formerly occupied by Fred gram provided recitations by Rich (Jack) Frost struck out 26 Rockpoit
High players in a nine-inning game.
Tripp.
ard and Arthur St. Clair. Angelina a dropped third strike giving that
dAgostino whose selection was team Its only run.
Thc Rockland and Thomaston Flanders Field," Charles Huntley, I
Twilight League teams wlll play an Louise arden and Margaret Huntley; ! One of the charming groups of
exhibition game at Community Park an instrumental trio by Dudley
children to be in the operetta "The
on the afternoon of Memorial Day Harvie, violin, Marian Harvie, piano, j Forest Court" to be presented by the
at 4 o'clocok.
and Eleanor Harper, trumpet; piano P.TA for its milk fund on June 1-2
solos by Barbara Murray and Fran
Among the pledges recently initiat ces Marsh; trumpet trio by Dudley at the High School auditorium will
be the Sweet Peas. Lucy Thompson.
ed by the Maine Masque at the Uni and Marian Harvie and Eleanor
Nellie Raskld, Naomi Rackliffe,
versity of Maine were Almon Cooper Harper; violin solo, Ruth Harper,
Jeanette Saunders, Louise Seavey.
of Rockland and Miss Lee Ingerson and a charming flag drill by 13 girls. !
Shirley Firth, Barbara Bloom and
of Vinalhaven.
There was also chorus singing of pa Mary Snow. In the group under the
triotic songs. Mrs. Nellie Higgsns as
The Maine Letter Carriers hold chairman was assisted by Mrs. Velma name of “Children" have been
their annual convention ln Hallowell Marsh, refreshments, and other Janice Farnham, Stanley Murray.
tomorrow. The guest speaker will Corps members. Members are asked Oeorge Wood, Doris Gatti and Rich
be President Douglass of the New to meet at G.A R. hall Sunday morn ard Brown. Dorothy Peterson has
York branch. There will be a ban ing at 10 to attend services at Metho been added to the cast of Palries, and
William East is talcing the part ot
quet at the Marston House from 4 dist Church.
the First Owl in place of Herbert
to 6 p. m.
Ellingwood who recently underwent
The high point of excellency to
The Holman Memorial Chapel, which Principal Blaisdell has brought an injury to his foot so that he will
igraham Hill, will be open Sunday Rockland High School has been dem be unable to participate in the oper
> 2.30 for thc benefit of children’s onstrated ln the district and State etta, and Elwood Hewett is taking
unday school. The young people finals of the recent University of William’s place in the 6wl group.
om Littlefield Memorial Church of Maine scholarship tests. In the dis The Rhythm Band of Purchase Street
ockland will furnish the program, trict finals, these results are known: school, comprising 35 members, wlll
present numbers between acts. Tick
vefybody welcome.
Senior test. Richard Bntt 4th, Walter
ets are already moving well, and the
Staples 5th; sophomore English.
An interesting feature of the, mcetcommittee in charge reminds parents
Gertrude Heal. 3rd. Emma Harding,
ig or the Rockland Lions Club was
6th; Freshman Latin. Edward Hayes, to pass the good word along to friends
le report cf last week’s district
so that a full house may be assured
1st, Marion Watts. 4th, Ralph Tyler,
invention in Bangor, presented by
both nights. A splendid cause—milk
5th. and Frances Young. 6th; Junior
resident-elect Albert Elliot. The
English. Norman
Stanley, 1st, next winter for undernourished and
ions arc to meet with Secretary Nathalie Jones. 2nd; freshman Eng needy childrcn.
runberg at 4 o'clock tomorrow lish, Edward Hayes, 3rd, Mildred
At thc annual meeting of Uie Con
rternoon to discuss what may prove Smith, 9th. In the State finals;
gregational Woman's Association
► be a new regime.
freshman Latin. Edward Hayes, 2nd,
Wednesday, these offlcers were
70
competing; Junior English, Norman
High honors, signifying an aver
ramed: President, Mrs Walter S
Stanley, 3rd. Nathalie Jones. 4th, 78
se of 90 per cent or more, have been
Rounds; vice president, Mrs. A. J.
competing; sophomore English. Gert
on at Hebron Academy by LawMurray; secretary, Mrs. David
rude Heal, 5th, 88 competing; fresh
•nce Robbins of Union. It Is an
Beach; treasurer, Mbs Dorothy
man English. Edward Hayes, 9th, 78
ttremely backward season when
Snow; finance committee, Mrs. H. B
competing These tests arc given all
ime Knox County boy or girl docs
Fales. Mrs G. A. Lawrence and Mrs.
over the State, those entering thc
st win some distinction at the scats
Henry B. Bird; circle suppers, Mrs
finals drawn from the district tests,
’ higher education.
John I. Snow, Mrs. Henry B. Bird
so only the highest ranking students
and Mrs. Russell Bartlett; mission
enter the finals. The above results
Willard
Philbrook,
Alexander
ary, Mrs. Charles Merritt, Mrs. M.
eggs and Valois Young of Vinal- are distinctly gratifying.
F. Lovejoy, Mrs. Murray, Mrs. John
aven. enroute to Port Williams,
M. Pomeroy; relief, Mrs. Kennedy
The Boy's Glee Club of Junior High
here they will be assigned to the
Crane, Mrs John I. Snow and Mrs.
School presented for the assembly j
foresUtion camp, were callers at
G. A. Lawrence; Thanksgiving bas
Wednesday a delightful operetta "Thc
he Courier-Gazette office yesterday, Pirates of the Good Ship School". I kets, Mrs. Crane, Mrs. B. B. Smith,
ad inspected the plant with much directed by Miss Elizabeth Hager, de Mrs. G. A. Lawrence, Mrs. John I.
iterest. They expect to be away partmental teacher of music. With [ Snow and Mrs. W. W. Spear; hospi
tality, Mrs. John O Stevens, Mrs. C.
x months.
the aid of black and highly colored
M. Kalloch, Mrs. David Beach, Mrs.
kerchiefs, gay sashes, and few eye
We read about conflagrations, but
patches, the boys were transformed Oliver Hills, Mi’s. Jerome Burrows,
st little conception of their real
Mrs. John G. Snow and Mrs. Cleve
into formidable pirates, who despite
eaning unless we have actually thelr forbidding appearance set forth land Sleeper; church aid, Mrs.
Charles G. Hewett, Mrs. Basil Stin
en them. The Lewiston Journal
the advar.tages of school and putting
iys that pieces of burned shingles to rout all dissenters. Lawrence son, Mrs. Carl H. Sonntag, Mrs.
id other relics from the New Au- Crockett and Albert Huntley sang George E. Dunton, Mrs. Fred L. Linelrn fire were found in the town of solo parts in a pleasing manner and kin, Mrs. A. R. Havener and Mrs.
isbon Palls, ten miles distant, the chorus work was splendidly done. Leo Howard. The Association en
orth Haven folks arc doubtless able In addition to the operetta several joyed a successful year despite con
add some interesting exepertcnces. chorus numbers were given accepta ditions.

Cash earns substantial discounts at
Fireproof Garage.
60,61A.-63

TIRES AT LOW PRICES!

69c

Day and Night

Baskets

Sunshine Society meets Monday
afternoon.

jntfley-Hill Post Auxiliary will
the'regular supper tonight from
7 at 360 Main street, with Mrs.
ices Orant as chairman.—‘adv.

BEST TRADES IN TOWN

For Memorial Day

jfoSS^j^ENTER CRANE COMPANYg^g^

Poultry field days arc scheduled
ir several counties next month, the
ic for Knox and Lincoln to be held
tne 16. Demonstrating a burglar
arm system, getting more summer
;gs, and showing new methods of
jultry housing are among the feaires of the field meetings. Speaks will be Dr. J. P. Witter, animal
ithologist for the College of Agriilture .and H. L. Richardson, exnsion poultry specialist.
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All Legionnaires and ex-service
men are requested to meet at
legion hall at 10 o'clock Sunday
morning to attend the memorial
services at the Methodist Church,
Wear Legion uniforms lf possible.
The Courier-Gazette is informed
that the new tennis court on the High
School grounds is being sponsored by
the High School Alumni Association, i
instead of the Parent-Teacher Asso- j
ciation.

READtM
HftHTAPS

What complications were created
at Chisholm's Spa when Ray acci
dentally set the clock ahead an
hour he will probably be glad to re
late to all friendly Inquirers.
MARRIED

DOW - KNOWLTON — At Rockland.
May 12. by Rev. J. Charles MacDon
ald. Raymond A Dow and Mtss Fran
ces Knowlton, both of Owls Head

DIED
SWANSON—At Washington. May 23
Pauline Swanson, aged 53 years. »
months. 21 days, Funeral service, ut
the John J. Connolly funeral home.
Boston.

Garden
Tools
TOOLS THAT CAN BE USED
HOE—l*j wide, 3!i deep, 48 inch handle.
SPADE—5*4 wide, 7*4 long. 30 inch "D" handle.
CULTIVATOR—7*4 wide, 3 deep, 8 teeth, 48 in. handle.
These tools are just the thing to use tn the Flower or Vegetable Gar
den by men, women or children. They are not toys, but Real Tools.

Puce—set of three, $1.49
Single Tools, 55c each
Postage lftc extra if sent by mail

FERTILIZERS
PHOSPHATE FOR FLOWER8 AND VEGETABLES

BONE MEAL
5 lb. package, 25c

NITRATE OF SODA
id lb. package, 45c

Special Prices in Quantities

CEMETERY VASES
Glass, 95c;
Iron, 75c;
Tin, 10c

H. H. CRIE £ «L
HARDWARE
456 Main Street,

Rockland

FREE ELECTRICAL

Cooking School
It is with pleasure that we announce the coming to Rockland of MISS GRACE HALLOWELL, Famous West
inghouse Cooking Expert

Miss Hallowell will Lecture and Demonstrate on the use of Modern Electric Ranges and Electrical Westinghouse
* Equipment at our Show Room Qaily from 2 P M. to 4 P. M.

May 31 - June 1-2-3
To the Housewives of Greater Rockland we extend our cordial invitation to attend. Everything is Free. No
obligatioi Fancy Roasts, Biscuits, Pastry, etc., cooked by Miss Hallowell, will be given away daily to those at
tending demonstrations.
Don’t Miss This Rare Opportunity.

Come Early
No Seats Reserved

Souvenirs For All

G. A. LAWRENCE CO., INC.
492 MAIN STREET,

Come Early
No Seats Reserved

ROCKLAND

63-64
JrJrJrl ^JHizfarajafaiajan^aiziafzrarafarajaraiajzjBfzjzjaf2raiHrBrajHrarajzraicifafZjgjaiaigraifc

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, May 27, 1933
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CONCERNING FEDERAL LOANS

VINALHAVEN

Soldier and Sailor Dead Remembered by Boy Scouts

All patriotic orders will attend
Union Church Sunday. The pastor.
Senator White Describes Method By Which the Maine Rev. N. F. Atwood, will preach an
Farmers May Obtain Them
appropriate sermon and there will be
special music, with Mrs. Elliott Hall1
organist. The American Legion and
Instructions for obtaining mort- value of the property but no loan
Auxiliary will have charge of the
gages on Maine farm land under i may be made in excess of $5,000 to
evening meeting.
the new farm mortgage bill have any one farmer. The interest rate is
There was a large attendance at
been mailed to Maine farm organi- 5 per cent per annum and the prin- the Alumni bridge party in the OA R
zaticns and newspapers by Senator ' cipal is repayable in semi-annual rooms Tuesday evening. Honors in
Wallace H. White, Jr., of that State.1 installments cver an agreed period bridge went to Mrs. Fred K. Coombs
The bulletin
instructs
those net to exceed ten years, beginning and Meredith Trefrey; in 63 to Mrs.
Maine farmers who wish loans se- the fourth year after the loan is Myra Dyer and Mrs. Rebecca Arey
: cured by a flrst mortgage on their made except that, in the case where
Miss Oertrude Vinal was hostess
farms to apply to the secretary- a loan Ls wholly secured by real es to the Two O'clock Club Tuesday.
treasurer of a National Farm Loan tate and made for the purpose of
These events are scheduled in con
Association operating in the county refinancing and reducing cn existing nection with the annual commence
in which he lives. No applications mortgage,- the principal may be ment of Vinalhaven High School J
should be sent to Washington.
j made repayable within an agreed June 11: Baccalaureate sermon at
Those holders of a first mortgage period not to exceed forty years, Union Church, June 15; commence
on Maine farm land who wish to The holder cf a prior mortgage ment exercises in Memorial hall; June
exchange their mortgages for Fed-1 must arrange to the .satisfaction of 30. alumni banquet at Union Church
eral farm loan bonds should com- the Farm Loan Commissioner not to vestry, served by the church circle,
municate directly with the Federal proceed against the farmer or the When returning from Boston reLand Bank of Springfield, which mortgaged property for default incently A. B. Vinal, having a few hours
may exchange Federal farm loan the payment of the principal of the in Rockland before taking the plane
bonds for flrst mortgages on farm ban secured by such prior mort- ’ for Vinalhaven, called on his cousin,
Mrs. Mary Wicher Tolman, aged 90,
lands executed prior to May 12. gage.
Information ' concerning
these whom he liad not seen for 72 years
1933. on a basis not to exceed the
This scene will be re-enacted ln Arlingt' n on Memorial Day
unpaid principal of the mortgage on loans may be obtained from the ' though being but 12 miles apart. AlOY
SCOUTS
of
Washington
and stone which the Government provides but it has been extended to include
the date of the exchange or 50 per agent of the Farm Loan Commls- though then but a boy of eight years
24- Plumpeat
53-Mialaya
4-A vehicle (pl.)
vicinity are planning their an for each man who saw military or the dead of other wars. May 30 is ob
25- Poasessive of
57-Cleara of
8- Atmosphere
cent of the normal value of the land sioner who should be addressed in and she a girl of 18, the recognition
served as Memorial Day and is a
nual pilgrimage to Arlington Nationalnaval service, none will be overlooked
Lansing
59-Prusaian city
9- Ascended
Memorial Day, designated in 1S6S legal holiday tn all States except Ala
Cemetery to place an American flag
mortgaged and 20 per cent of the care of the Land Bank at Spring- was mutual. They planned to meet
26- Fracture
14- Grassy meadow
61-Repair
on each of the thousands of graves in a general order of John A. Logan, bama, Arkansas. Florida, Georgia,
again soon. Mr Vinal also called on
value of the permanent, insured i Field. Mass.
27- An English novelist,
63- Raw metal
15- Halt
ao that none will be forgotten on Me commander-ln-chief of the Grand Louisiana, Mississippi, and North
a former resident of Vinalhaven. Mrs
author of "Cloister
64- Torment
17- Helmsman
improvements thereoa, as deter____________
morial Day. From the beautiful mar Army of the Republic, waa originally Carolina and South*Carolina. Several
and the Hearth"
65- Part of the foot
18- Walk
Rebecca Hunt, of East Barrington.
ble sarcophagus of the Unknown let aside for the decoration of grave!) dates are observed as Confederate
mined by a land bank appraiser,
28- Part of the verb
66- Saucy
19- Small openings in
Soldier to the simple marble head of Union Soldiers of the Civil War, Memorial Dry In the Southern States.
WALDOBORO
N
H
whichever is the smaller.
The
"To be"
67- To give notice of
the ekin
There will be a dance In Memorial
31- Large bird of prey
danger
21- Egyptian aun-god
bonds so exchanged wiil bear inter
Mrs. Kelsey Lash has returned
cottages Caretakers of the several
NORTH HAVEN
32- Made a mistake
hall
tonight with music by the Merry
TENANTS HARBOR
22- Preposition
est at a rate not in excess of 4 per from Boston.
cottages, Zenas Burgess. Will Cooper,
34- Sailor (Colloq.)
23- Helpfully
Midnighters.
VERTICAL
cent per annum and such interest
35- American Temper.
Capt. Joy, R. A. Calderwood, Copt.
Donald
Witherspoon
has
recently
Willie
Rivers
of
Searsmont
accom26-Small nail
Mrs. Eudora Miller has been the
Memorial Day will be observed by
(but not the principal of the bondsi guest of relatives in Friendship.
ance Society
29- Country of Europe
parked by his aunt, with whom he painted his car, and it seems to be | Duncan, Bernard Mills Vinal Hop
the
usual decorating of graves and
(abbr.)
1-Rapid
(abbr.)
is guaranteed by the Federal Gov- |
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Sturrock of monuments of comrades by Gettys makes his home, was in town last I ln great demand. The color is red. kins, Lester Greenlaw and Maynatd
2-An island in Inland 40-Pulpita
30- To the eheltered
ernment. The bank may also pur
waters
42-Prefix. From
aide
Providence have been visiting Mrs. burg Camp No 13, Sons of Veterans, Sunday to pay a visit tc the ceme- and no dsubt Donald takes back to Greenlaw, were on duty day and
chase with such funds as may be in
3-A riding whip
44- Ascend
33-Poatpone
Nellie Overlock.
with the assistance of comrades and tery bringing with him a cement urn hls ancestors, as red was always night.
5- A singing voice
45- Heapt
35- Near (Poet.)
its possession any such mortgages
Burdis Brown drove to Yarmouth
of his own making to match the called the Calderwood color. Ytaisagd
48- Assiat
6- An insect
36- Each (abbr.,
Miss Jessie L. Keene has been at other appendant and patriotic orders.
; under the same conditions.
monument which he made and erect- the cider generation had their last Thursday from Rockland, and
49- Not any
7- Wsakens
37- Wooden hammers
Column
will
form
in
front
of
Me

home from Gorham a few days.
50- Suppcrt
9-Mimicks
38- Greek (abbr.)
morial hall at 1.30 p. m in the fol ed in memory of his parents, the late houses and out-buildlngs painted red. Friday returned to North Haven with
10- Part of a stair
51- River in Germany
Maine
farmer
s
existing
•
The IT' club had a Pleaaant
39- A aerpent
John and Nora Rivers last year. Mr. | Oh, for a good heavy rain to pilt Mrs. Brown and their young tpn
If the
11-Old Latin (abbr.,
£4-Printer'a measure
41-To move aidewiee
is determined upon ap- |Monday evening preceded lowing order: L. B. Dyer, marshal; Rivers regards his work as very cut thc terrible fires now raging ln Lewis Daniel, tljree weeks old.
mortgage
Vinalhaven Band, J W Kittredge,
12- A fruit-dot (Bob)
55- A bristle (Bot)
43- Sharp
Alton* Lewis, accompanied by hls
praisal to be in excess of 50 per cent by a supper served in the Baptist director; Lafayette Carver Post No. crude, yet he has been highly com- Maine and elsewhere.
13- And others (Lat.,
56- Paradise
44- A anake
58-Anger
abbr.)
Last Sunday was a day long to be mother left North Haven last Satur
46- Want
of the normal value of the land and vestry. Each member invited a j 45. W S. Vinal, commander; World mended for it. considering that it is
60-A continent (abbr.)
guest.
16-ltalian river
47- Beginning
20 per cent cf the value of the per
War Veterans, H L. Coombs com the flrst work of that kind he ever remembered at North Haven. People day for Rockland, going thence to
E2-Likewise not
El-All correct (abbr.) 18-Fashion
There will be no special servicer
manent.
insured
improvements
mander: ; Gettysburg Camp. S. of V„ did, also that he is handicapped, hav- all over tcwn were advisad to keep | Waterboro where Mrs. Lewis visited t *
h Mrs Day. Mr. Lewis continued • '
(Solution to Previous Puzilrl
thereon he and his mortgage hold here Memorial Day. Graves will be H. L. Arey commander; school chil lng had the misfortune to lose one the roofs of thelr houses wet for fear
decorated by detail in the morning dren ln charge of teachers They will leg several years ago. He deserves the cinders from the fire at Vinal- I his journey through Attleboro, Mr.ss.,
er
must
agree
to
compromise
the
MARTINSVILLE
JRIplSIClsl
mortgage to an amount acceptable and in the afternoon former Com march .to John Carver cemetery, all the credit that is being given him haven might blow across and start visiting his aunt Mrs. Adelaide Smith.
mander of the G AR. Post, John
for his hard efforts in paying respect fires here.
Returning Mrs. Smith accompanied
thence to waterfront at Smith’s Point,
Announcements have been received to the bank and not in excess of thc
W.
Palmer,
and
Sens
of
Veterans.
to
the
memory
of
hls
parents.
Mrs.
Nettle
Witherspoon
called
on
him, and at Waterboro they were
to scatter flowers on the water In
of the birth of a daughter Carolyn limits mentioned above. It must be
World War veterans and citizens memory of naval comrades, under di 'There's plenty of room on this sad ' several friends at the village Friday Joined by Mrs. Lewis for the trip back
understood
that
it
is
entirely
Elizabeth. May 14. to Mr. and Mrs.
will attend the dedication of the me rection of Joseph Headley, World War old earth, for actions that spring of last week. In the evening she at- to North Haven Tuesday morning.
Charles Stackpole (Florence Free optional with the present mortgage
John Coolidge, son of Prof. Julian
morial
to the soldiers and sailors of, veteran; thence to Soldiers' Monu from love; and though you may think tended the play "The Girl In The
holder whether he will make such a
man) of Bath.
Nobleboro at 3 o’clock standard ment, then to OA R. hail and break them of little worth, they are price- Fur Coat," at Calderwoods hall put L. Coolidge, with a college friend was
deal
with
the
mortgagor
or
with
the
Mr and Mrs G. N. Bachelder en
on by the High School, if was very at North Haven Tues-lay. They were
Mr. Palmer, who is a native of No ranks. The memorial address will less in Heaven above."
tertained Mr and Mrs. Albert Rob land bank.
Mrs. P. E. Dukeshire and Miss interesting and well done, and 'he dinner guests at 'he lodge
bleboro, enlisted from there when be given in Memorial hall at 730, Rev,
If
the
deal
is
consummated
be

inson last week Wednesday.
Margaret Dimlck of Billerica, Mass . participants all deserve praise for
Wendall Howard received word to
tween the mortgage holder and the |
N. F. Atwood speaker.
Mrs Joel H Hupper who has been
report in Portland as early Friday
strumental in securing the memorial
The
community
was
saddened
to
ln
Mr
and
E
B
«>eir
good
work
spending the winter in Farmington land bank, the farmer who is in 1 and arranging for its dedication.
North Haven friends of Mr. and j morning as possible for assignment
learn of the illness of the veteran Orcutt of Allston and Needham, ar
has opened the Bingo Farm for the debted on the mortgage will be en
As a result of the excellent work town clerk. Hon. Owen P. Lyons His rived here by motor Monday after Mrs. Alexander Wheeler and Mrs to a Reforestat'on camp. He left
•summer. Mlss Marjorie Hupper was titled to have his mortgage refi done by the degree stall of Qoud
niece, Mrs. Mary Daniels, arrived by noon. Mr. and Mrs. Orcutt have Henry Wheeler were greatly dis-“ North Haven Friday by plane, taking
last weekend guest of her mother re nanced In accordance with the pro ■ Luck Rebekah Lodge at the district
plane Thursday and another niece opened up thelr cottage Sunset tressed to read the account of the the bus from Rockland to Portland.
WEST ROCKPORT
visions of the Federal Farm Loan
turning to Farmington Monday.
meeting in Warren, that organization Miss Teresa McKenna, R. N., is ex Lodge to remain there for the sum death of William H Wheeler 2nd, two
term amortization,.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Robinson of Act on a long
FRIENDSHIP
,
. .
,
has been presented with a certifl- pected today.
mer season, Mrs. Dukeshire and Miss ycar old son of Mr and Mrs. Alex
Rev. W P Richardson, a former
„ •*
_
plan on the basis of the amount paid
Peabody.
Mass.,
have
arrived
for
the
cate nf
of merit
merit, fnp
the nrst
flrst tir
time that
Dlmick returning to Massachusetts ander Wheeler, as the result of Inpastor, who with Mrs. Richardson
by the bank for the mortgage. If
Mrs. Edith L. Wilder and Richard
' juries received when attacked by a
such an honor has been conferred
May 26.
will be guests of Mrs. Emma V. summer at their co'.tage, The An
SOUTH CHINA
his loan is refinanced through a
Wilder
of Oardner, Mass., are
chorage.
• • • •
j chow dog In the Public Gardens, Boson it. The degree team that was
Leach over the weekend is to be the
Mr
and Mrs. Russell Morrison
national farm loan association, the
spending the weekend at their sum
Rev.
F.
W.
Barton
end
children
Mrs.
Sadie
L.
Morse
ton.
last
Saturday
Badly
bitten
the
commended
in
high
terms
consisted
speaker at the church service Sun
were overnight guests Sunday of
interest rate provided in his mort
mer home here.
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. O N.
of Esther Shorey, ncble grand; friends in Waterville.
The following obituary item from chlld was removed to the Massachuday evening at 7 30.
gage will not exceed by more than
Mrs. Melvin
Lawry returned
Fachelder
last
Saturday.
Muriel
Lermond.
vice
grand;
Gladys
Posters are up for the operetta.
Mrs. Fanny Morrison was a « recent Massachusetts paper wfll £etu On«ral Hospital end <W while
1 per cent the rate of interest borne
Thursday
from
a
week's visit with
Coffin, past noble grand; Cora Win Waterville visitor Monday.
bring sadness to former associates under the influence of anaesthetics,
Mr and Mrs H H. Hupper were
“In a Florist Window." to be given
by the last’series of bonds issued by
relatives
In
Quincy
and Wollaston.
chaplain;
marshal.
The d°8 was unlicensed, and a second
by the local school children June 7. tuests of Mr and Mrs Wallace Dow the bank The rate of interest he chenbaugh.
Mrs. Fred Crossman is in very and friends of the deceased:
Alfred H. Morton and Capt. A. M,
,
Ethel
Benner;
Olive
Crowell,
GertFuneral
services
for
Mrs.
Sadie
L.
violation
of
the
law
was
in
having
the
c.t
Livermore
Falls
Friday
and
Satat the Orange hall.
will actually pay on loans refinanced | fude Benner
Shumsn Adg_ poor health.
In the gardens unleashed. Great Wallace took a truckload of lobsters
urday of last week.
Friends of Mrs. Bernard Nichols, Morse, 43, were held on the afternoon !
from fcockland to Portland for N. F.
in
this
manner
will
not
exceed
4'.
Fey
,
er
Feyl<r Freda
of
May
10
at
the
Second
Congregasympathy
is felt for all these bereaved
Mrs T. B. Harris and Mrs. Emma
formerly of this place, were shocked
Trefethern Co. Thursday.
per
cent
for
afl
interest
payable
or.
<
Harriet
Dalton.
Emma
Bailey.
Keene are both in ill health. Mrs.
(o hear of her sudden death which tional Church. South Peabody, Mass friends
Mi- and Mrs. Robert W. Arm
“Mrs. Morse, wife of Harry A.
• • . .
Harris is being cared for by Mrs. installment dates occurring withir. Frances Achorn, Mertie Booth, occurred at her home in Pittsfield.
PEELED
strong,
Miss Mary Armstrong, Miss
a
period
of
five
years
ending
July
May Barter.
Gladys Bailey, Grace Kennedy.
Clyde Mitchell has employment Morse and daughter of James V. and ' Church services Sunday: Worship
Sumner B Archer was a weekend 11. 1938. ,In cases of direct loans Hattie Creamer. Nellie Overlock, in Thomaston. Lewis Skinner is also the late Caroline M. (Mitchell) Nor- j wttti sermon by the pastor at 11 Priscilla Armstrong, Miss Ella Armwhich may be made on property Alma Fitch. Betty Weston.
wood died at her home on Maple street, o'clock; church school at 10. Young strong, Robert W. Armstrong, Jr.
PEJEPSCOT PAPER CO. guest 01 frlends
ln Washington
away working on a highway job.
____________
] situated in localities where there is
People meeting at 6:30. and evening and J0!111 Armstrong of Winchester,
Miss Alice Hunnewell has re She had been a resident of South
BRUNSWICK, MAINE
service at 7:30. Let us make the most Mass’ are at thelr £Ummtr home
One large millinery establishment no <»ualifled nationa! farm loan a5‘
Peabody
for
more
than
20
years
60-73
Annual Speaking Contest
turned home from a visit with rela coming here from Tenant's Harbor, of our church services for our own for over Memorial Day.
now has a lounge for the use of its sociation available' the rate of in‘
VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
The High School Speaking Con tives in Bangor.
Mrs. William H. Hahn motored
Me., where she was born She was a sake and for the salte of others,
i customers. The is
idea iis to provide , terest is cne-half per cent higher test held in the Methodist Church
STEAMBOAT CO.
Miss Glennys Hall was at home graduate of Camden High School, I Memorial Day plans are as follow’s: to Whitefield Wednesday.
-.u
„„„
than
on
loans
through
national
them with a place where they can
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
farm loan associations. No payment Thursday evening was attended by from her teaching duties at Rippo- and a soloist of note, having sung at 1 At 10 o'clock procession of school
Mrs. Harry Magee entertained the
Steamer leaves Swan a Ialana at 5.36
A M . 8tonlngton 6 25. North Haven 725 rest for a few minutes while the need to be made on the principal.4 large and
audience. genus Mother's Day. Mr. and Mrs. the Methodist, Universalist and ehildren from the Library to the Waldoboro Woman's Club Friday.
Vinalhaven 8 15. due to arrive at Rock fashion changes. — The Humorist
portion of a loan prior to July 11
Alma Olidden of the faculty Arthur Snow were also guests of her Second Congregational Churches lr. Ferry landing where brief exercises
land about 9.30.
;
Mrs. O. C. Cook and Eldon Cook
Return—Leav ea Rockland at 1.30 P M.. (London).
1938
If
the
borrower
is
not
otherwas
in
charge of the affair and aided father and aunt, Herbert Hall and Peabody. She had membership in will be carried out. Flowers will then motored Friday to Fitchburg, Mass.,
Vinalhaven 2 45, North Haven 3 30. Ston
ington at 4.40; due to arrive at Swan’a
. ,
largely in the great success. The Miss Emma Hall.
the Second Congregational Churoh, be scattered as usual from the float called there by the death of Mrs.
wise in default.
. . 3
6
Inland about 6.00 P. M.
__
high schcol orchestra and chorus
B. H. BT1NSON
Miss Bertha Roesler was a caller and Its Ladies' Aid Society, also the ! upon the waters in memory of sailors Cook's mother.
130-tf
OUR JUNIOR PUZZLE
received much commendation and Sunday at Herbert Esancy’s and
Mrs. Jonah Morse of Damarls. It is contemplated that the pres- the participants in the contest did Miss Katherine Taylor spent Mon Sew So Club and Peabody Grange, who have died in the service of their
Surviving are her husband, father j country. At 2 o'clock services will be j cotta is visiting Mr. and Mrs. War1 ent holders of existing mortgages such excellent work that it was dif
day evening with Miss Eleanor.
and two sons, Harry A. and Albert J., I held In the church with the roll call dell McFarland.
will not receive second mortgages or ficult for the judges to select the
The junior-senior reception at both Juniors at Peabody High , and reading of the Gettysburg speech j Lewis J. Burns has returned from
! other considerations from the farm- winners. Supt. Frank D. Rowe of Erskine took place Friday evening.
School.''
j of President Lincoln. The pastor will Jonesport.
j ers in connection with the exchange Warren was chairman of the judg
Graduation at the Village gram
conduct the service with prayer and
Mrs. Leon V. Solon of New York
} or sale of first mortgages to the land ing committee and was assisted by mar. June 2, and at Erskine Acade
MEMORIAL DAY 1933
brief address appropriate to the oc city has arrived at her Long Lsland
1 banks.
Mrs. Florence Gardiner, assistant in my, June 9.
casion. There will be special music summer home.
Again the gallant boys ln blue
First mortgages on Maine farms the Warren High School, and Rev.
Renew old memories sweet.
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Ring of
by the orchestra under the direction
A very successful canvass for the
Although thelr ranks are thinning
not previously mortgaged may be ap- William Muir of Waldoboro. First Warren were weekend and Mother's
And they march with faltering feet.
of Francis Lipovsky.
' Thomaston National bank stock was
! plied for in accordance with the di honors went to Dorothy Creamer-, Day guests of Mrs. Hazel Fitzgerald
Hiram Beverage and Clarence made among the depositors here
The spirit of the "Sixties"
rections set out in paragraph one second to Geraldyn Porter, third to and Mrs. Herbert Esancy. Other
Still glows within each breast,
SIMON K. HART
Waterman
were in Rockland last 1 Wednesday under the direction of
As they meet In sad reunion
The terms of payment of principal Annie Ellis and honorable mention Sunday guests at Esany's were Mr.
MONUMENTS
On this day they love the best.
week.
Alfred H. Morton and Sherman T.
and interest of these mortgages will to Homer Carroll. The program and Mrs. Lloyd Fitzgerald and
Mint St. Tel. 911-M Rockland
Leon
Stone
was
a
Rockland
visitor
Jameson, local members of the comThis
day
when
we
give
honor
be identical with those sA forth in follows:
C-O-tf
To the boys of long ago.
daughter Arlene and Ardelle Bumps,
Monday.
• - mlttee.
The
boys
ln
blue
so
gallant,
paragraph four with respect to
Overture, "True Hearts," high and recent callers included Mr. and
Mrs. Lucy Poole returned from a !
-----------------Who won from a seceding foe
mortgages refinanced. In connec school orchestra; "The Highway Mrs. Charles Southard of Orono and
visit to Boston last Tuesday morning. 1
GAIN IN 4-H CLUBS
Our
country's
name
and
honor.
tion with loans made by the Fed man," Betty Stahl; “The Jumping mother Mrs. Eva McKee of China,
North Haven people are profoundly ,
-------Our flag so proudly borne.
Our prestige and our glory.
eral land bank on Maine farms not Frog of Calaverous County," Home" Mr. and Mrs. Whitney and two
grateful to Mayor Rlchart'..un oi Rock- A Decided Increase This Year Ls
Our liberty and home
previously mortgaged, the borrower Carroll; “A Model Letter to a Friend daughters of North Adams, Mass.
j land for the readiness and promptness
Noted By the State Club Leader
Not only to these heroes old.
And other rectal diseases
| will be required to subscribe for from Penrod," Dorothy Creamer;
with
which
he
responded
to
the
'
-------Do we give thought today,
Witli 6143 Maine boys and girls
But to the younger heroes.
shares of stock in the national farm "My Financial Career," Richard
selectmen's
call
for
help
in
the
fire
Treated Without Pain
APPLETON
RIDGE
Who fought so far away.
enrolled in 4-H Clubs, lt represents
loan association through which the Freeman; "Mr. Pickwick on the Ice,
peril that confronted the island for 1
Appleton was well represented ln
or Loss of Time
Who
lay
tn
dug-outs
and
trenches.
three
days.'
_
T
he'Sophia'atoi^'with
a gam of 850 over a similar perlod
Barbara
Lovejoy;
'The
Gift
of
the
loan is made to an amount equal to
Rockland Saturday, some shoppers
Intrigued by a fiendish foe.
the Rockland apparatus brought a iast year, reports L. H. Shibles, State y
In foreign lands so lonely.
5 per cent of the face of the loan. Magi," Kathleen Simon; song, "Old others attending the movies and the
But full of zeal, we know.
great sense of security by day ftnd by 4’H Club leader at the University
I or if the mortgaged premises are Man Mcon," high school chorus: seniors of A. H. S. there to have
To all soldiers we pay tribute.
night. What this Rockland pumper of Maine
TEL. 1076
situated in a locality in which the “Kitchen Colonel,” Frances (Sltahl their photographs made.
To those whose lingering breath
39 UNION ST.
ROCKLAND
Was spent In fearful carnage,
Federal land bank is authorized to “Anne’s Confession," Beryl Davis;
accomplished along with the Vinal- !
U*e above total, 697 are enMr. and Mrs. Arthur Grover and
n
it* is
Who were vanquished by stern
I27Stf
j make direct loans, to subscribe to “A Message to Garcia," Herbert child of Rockland were guests Sun
haven engine in drenching cottages , rolled in the garden project and 477
death—
and surrounding woods with tons up- In the canning project. This in24."
**'
I stock in the Federal land bank to Leavitt; "Willie's Dress Suit,” from day at B. L. Whitney's.
We give them praise and glory
on tons of water, without question creased interest in producing and
There will be services at the Union
an amount equal to 5 per cent of "Seventeen,” Geraldyn Porter; "The
As silently they lie
Within thelr graves all quiet.
Execution of Sydney Carton," Annie Churoh, Memorial Day, and everyone
saved the cottages, and the North canning Hood supplies reflects the
the face of the loan.
While thelr comrades pass them by
BREAD AND MILK
Ellis;
song,
"Mighty
Lak
a
Rose,
”
Haven water front. North Haven i youngsters’ desire to help feed the
is cordially invited to attend.
I Under the new law, the Farm
And place a wreath of cedar.
“Here is some brown bread and ! Loan Commissioner may make spe high school chorus; selection, “Al
Mlss Maxine Copp who has been
selectmen and the fire chief and his family during the coming year,
Above each lowly head,
some milk,” says Ned. “I know
A token of remembrance
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. James
assistants, and crew were on duty, | Mr. Shibles believes.
cial loans to farmers (1) to refinance ways Jolly," high school orchestra.
For the silent, peaceful dead.
he will like it. He likes it better
Mcrse
for
the
past
few
months,
ij
day and night, and mighty little sleep
Kennebec County with 84 leads all
any indebtedness, or (2) to provide
than
tomatoes,
too.
”
If
you
want
Oay tulips bright and fragrant
Since 1840 this firm has fannm'ic
row
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Watson
at
was
had
by
any
of
them
for
two
counties
in garden enrollments but
working
capital
for
farm
operations,
A
watchful
vigil
keep.
to see what Ned is talking about,
served the families of Knox County
1835
1933
Flaming red amid the grasses
the parsonage.
nights. The fire was a major anxiety York County follows uncomfortably
or
(3)
to
enable
the
farmer
to
re

take
a
pencil
and
j
’
oin
all
the
LADY ATTENDANT
Where our soldier boys now sleep.
Mr. and Mrs. P. D. Perry, Norman
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
for three days; a bl? sigh of relief close with 83. Waldo and Penobscot (
numbered dots together, starting
deem or repurchase farm property
Day Telephone 450—781-1
And there at rest we leave them.
with dot number one and ending
and
Marie
Perry
and
Earl
Griffin
is breathed with the disappearance of Counties lead with canning club
Waldoboro, Me.
lost through foreclosure since July 1.
When Taps sound all ls o’er.
BURPEE’S
with dot number forty-nine. Ned
made
a
trip
to
Cadillac
Mountain
At
rest
We
leave
them
sleeping.
the
cloud of smoke emerging from members having 93 and 73 respec1931. Loans may be made up to 75 Artistic Memorials in Stone
They've found peace forevermore.
says he found his strange pet in
1 the woods back of the Vinalhaven tively.
ROCKLAND, ME.
172W-»’ Sunday
percent of the appraised normal
Elizabeth O. Marsh.

B

WANTED

Spruce Pulpwood

PILES

DR. JAMES KENT

their garden last summer.

Every-Other-Day
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THE HENDRICKS HEAD LIGHT
GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST
What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day’s news from
many lonely outposts along Maine's waterfront.

One Of the Coast Beacons To Be Blown Out, But It
Ought Not To Be
I Among the "Guardians of Our
Coast' none has taken greater inter
est in giving the news ol hls Station
than Charles L. Knight, keeper of
the Hendrick’s Head Light at West
Southport, one of the stations on the
coast which Uncle Sam from motives
of economy has marked for extinc
tion Today's contribution by Keep
er Knight contains so much of general Interest that It ls given the
formality of a special heading, that
it may perhaps attract attention of
an even larger company of readers
than generally turn to this special
feature—and that is to indicate a
large number indeed.—Editor 1

water without trespassing.
Thus
each year same thousands motor
down here, a considerable number of
whom go through the light. (Many
who come simply onto the reserva
tion may be classed as "repeaters;"
that Is, they had already been
through the light, .so go through
again only in intervals of a few
years) The summer people, especial
ly those with cottages or short lots
for sale, fear a bell buoy; while If It ls
set so far out as not to interfere with
these, the fishermen, opposed to such
substitution anyway, believe it will
do them no good whatsoever. And
of course light keepers don’t like to 1
see any stations discontinued—espe
cially their own. The off-shore keep
er ever looks forward to becoming an
inshore keeper; otherwise he and
iamily are out of the world, so to
speak, for life, and seeing so many of
the Inshore stations going can’t be
pleasant to these,
| Finally, Hendricks Head Light Sta! tlon has a great history—it being the
! light Involved in the story and drama

Matinicus Rock
out hand-lining Friday and came
Once again this station will try to in with one cod. During the winter
get in the lighthouse news. We sure months the draggers at the south
ly enjoy this wonderful weather we west of the island are dragging up
are having. More than that, we efi- all of the spawn fish. The writer
Joy the telephone which has been out thinks our next legislature ought to
of order two months or more. The take some action on this matter.
cable boat was here May 18 and re
• • • •
paired it.
Portland Head
We have seen mors ships go by
W. C. Dow was guest of R. T.
here in the past week, than In the Sterling Monday.
part year. A large tramp steamer,
Willard Hilt went to a ball game at
three or four three-masted schcon- .Cape Elizabeth Wednesday with
trs and one square rigger, and lobster Robert Sterling Jr. Robert was one
smacks. Guess at that rate we shall of the players. He didn’t shout
need a few lights left. Mr. Thomp much when he came home, but the
son, the additional keeper, ls still boys are hardly In trim—give them
The keeper Ls continuing his search
with us. He hopes he will stay, as he time and we wlll have to stuff cotton for suitable quarters if he get
likes tt 'here and It Is near home, as In our ears when they return.
through here next month. There is
Mr. and Mrs. F. O. HUt and Mrs. a bill now in Congress, understood to
Matinicus Island is his home.
It Is Interesting to read about the Sterling motored to Redstone. N: H.. have already passed the House.
Matinicus mall, what "Observer" had Sunday, calling on Mr and Mrs. S. G which will permit employes to retire
to say, then the "Matinicus resident." I Rcbinson. Mr. Robinson is ln 111 on three-quarters pay (that is, It
The writer quite agrees with the lat 1 health but goes out for a walk every j would be three-quarters of base pay
ter- -what good ts a story without an fine day and some days he goes for a | to light keepers, no allowance being
I made for quarters or fuel), and if known as Uncle Terry, with the
author. Too bad Capt. Ames lost ride.
A cheerful reminder in the Tues- this passes, as Is expected, he will "White Horse Ledges," on which the
the bta. He was a good mall carrier.
We are interested in these different day issue of our Courier-Gazette ; Iiave recourse to that. He is looking bark is supposed to have struck, di
views, as our mall comes to Matinl- from J A. Tolman—he tells us Me- j for a small farm, preferably back a rectly off this point. The keeper
eus, including some very important morial Day. 1884, there occurred a little from the salt water—for having generally points out tills spot to visit
mail from the superintendent of the snowstorm. As we near that mem- put In so many of our years close to ers, all of whom seem deeply inter
first district We feel that the new crable day may our eyes open to the Atlantic ocean there is a desire ested. But there is quite naturally a
mall carrier will be o.k. and do all he bright sunlight and this year when so on our part to try It further back for doubt on the part of some as to
can and what his contract calls for much Is at stake in the consideration a time; but not too far back. But he whether the tale is based on fact or
of disarmament may we not concen- ) doesn’t want to buy a farm at first: pure fiction. As the keeper wasn’t
Someone has to lose, some time
Even our presidents are defeated j
an^ feel, as evening closes in , rather, to rent It. Then he will flnd here at the time he can't vouch for
_ .. ,
, ..
.
. . . j. round us we have not spent the day out how he likes before being loaded the fact, but parties in whom he has
So it ls a good policy to live and let, arouuu
““
.
in vain.
— May
— ”3 there be no more wars, down with the property.
iriuiiicc nave
placed absolute reliance
have inlive, and an old saying 16, every ■
There seems to be a sincere and formed him that they have had the
knock is a boost. If you can't say a and may we never forget our brave
that fought in all our wars.
deep rooted objection ln this section story for fact from “old timers;’’ one
good word for a man, say nothing,
Mrs. Hilt and Mrs. Sterling attendrendering of this station au fine old lady claiming she knew it to
We are setting hens. Hope we
.
. , ,
. ,
, Cd regular meeting of < :ood Timer? tomatic. Originally, it Is understood be true tbe baby washed ashore in a
have as good luck as the keepers on
s
,
_
r, -u
, j . Club Wednesday, all members pres- (his light was to serve as a guide to J mattress, well bound up, because a
Egg Rock. We are always glad to
, .
”
.
„ , . , ..
— ent Mrs. Marian Soule, hostess, en- craft bound to and from Wiscasset, ; relative of hers was the keeper at
hear from Nash Island. The med,
. v.
, . ,
, . , .
.
..
tertained in her usual quiet charm- Nowadays there are practically none. ' the time. So the keeper has always
ricks have landed here by the thou- 1
sands We would like to hear from ir« way' Before
party ended 8 However, Southport has developed as opined this was true; at least much
Additional Keeper Stnger and tbe OTlal hour in
was mUch
a KUnlm(>1' "»°rt, as has Five Islands of the story
• • • •
Best
regards
to
all
along
the
>°
yed
’
slnging
old
neW
and
McMailans k!afld Thus the 1
Mrs.
from Seth Parker's song book.
Ac- ; summer craft make use of thebell. J In the interests of the Auburn fire
coast.
f companists at tbe piano were Mrs Then Hendricks Harbor and Five victlnfc a dance and social was given
’ Hilt and Mrs. Dow.
I Islands are still fishing ports. It is at the town hall Tuesday evening by
Libby Island
Chang, the pup belonging to Rob- j nothing unusual, in tbe fishing sea- >'he senior division of the local 4-H
Jasper Channey and Gleason Col-,
. __
. .
„
„
. ,,. . „
...
. . . _.
,
, , , ert Sterling Jr., met with a mishap son, to couni 20 craft on the grounds Club. Th.s was well attended, and a
berth were In Lubec Thursday of last
'
. . .
u
, ",
Wednesday when he tried to catch a out here, most of which hail from small amount of money realized.
week calling on Mr. Channey's fam I fish hook dangling from a fish pole ' Cosey (Hendricks) Harbor. Five | CJi Saturday the 20th, we were
ily for a few hours
1 held by one of the Fort soldiers re- ] ’"lands, or points ln Ebenecook Har- 'pleased to receive a visit for the
Irwin Wass spent tbe weekend I turning from fishing off the rocks, bor, etc. In case of fog these depend weekend from the keeper's two
ashore. Most of tbe day Saturday
cn the bell to get in—especially into cousins, Miss Edith Knight of Banhe and hls brother Philmore wwked '
hook caUght 1,1
on the grounds of their new home In 'ows lip and had to
*ay Coscy Harbor, since a mean reef gor, and Miss Annie Knight of DamMachias, and Sunday they attended thrcugh the
end °f h«* makeS off this point, and Five ariscotta.
the L. D. S. conference In Jonesport. ! was
cut off
puUed Islands. Then the reservation and j This weekend we are expecting a
They reported fine music and sera" melting time. We are light have b?come a kind of park for visit from Mrs. Knight's brother. Will
! glad to state the pup is doing fine ihe whole section to summer folks. , Cleaves and his family, from Peaks
mons, and a full house at each serv
So much of the shore hereabouts Island. Will is a pretty good horse
ice. The church has a seating and so far hasn't lost a meal.
Las been taken up by well-to-do shoe player, and on hls visits some
capacity of about 500.
summer people that save at this point close games are enjoyed. He defeat WHITE
HEAD
Mrs. Gleason Colberth and sons
_____
where the view is exceptionally good, ed the keeper four games to three on
Hollis and Welton were calling on
Mrs. Wilson Carter and son were ' there seems practically nowhere non- hls last visit. It Is expected that
friends ln Bucks Harbor recently.
2d ' property owners can get close to the there will be seven in the party.
Mrs. Hervey Wass and son spent ‘ Btiests of Wilson Cartel, B M
class,
at
the
station
one
day
last
the weekend here with her husband.
UNION
week.
CLARK ISLAND
Had fine weather far both trips.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Faulkingham I
Gleason Colberth Jr and brother
Collins-Storer Post and Auxiliary
Oharles Simpson has entered the
Julian spent the weekend here with of the coast guard are on a ten-day
sanitarium at Fairfield. Mrs. Simp Unit will attend the M. E. Church
their parents.
leave of absence at their home in
son and Miss Margaret MeKnight of Sunday at 10.30 standard. Member
Mrs. Jasper Channey, sons Forest , Jonesport.
are to meet at the hall at 10.15 and
Rockland accompanied him there.
and Roland and friends Mr. and
Miss Helen Meservey of Spruce
Miss Blanche Robbins and friend march to the church.
Mrs Waiter Mahar of Lubec spent Head has employment at Mrs. Q. L.
were recently guests of. Mrs. John
Memorial exercises will be held a'
the day here Sunday. Mr. Channey Alley’s at the light.
Caven, Mrs. James Oaven and Mrs the Town ball Tuesday evening at 8
went to Starboard for them in the
The blaze and smoke at Vinal- william Caven.
o'clock standard. Music will be
morning and took them back In thc
haven presented a weird sight on
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Boland have furnished by the Union High School
aftemcon. A smooth sea and light
the eastern sky last Saturday night. moved to Rankin street, Rockland.
Band. The speaker will be Rev. L.
wind made the day favorable for the
Charles Wall had 30 lobsters stolen , E Watson of Appleton
trip and they all reported a good jThe Iight from the E1’~worlh flre
yme
. also was seen by the coast guard from his car recently, valued at
There were 132 present at the M. E.
Fridcy night last week proved to!™" on watch ln the. lookout.during about $10.
church school Sunday, one week ago
Mrs. Julia Spear and children of 133, and one year ago 134. While the
be an unlucky one for the little song- the night of the conflagration.
The workmen at the light are. Warren visited Mrs. John Caven classes were called. Jennie Rolf sang.
birds. When the men went to work
“What a Friend We Have In Jesus";
Saturday morning around the tower hustling the work on the new fog Tuesday.
Arthur Page of East Belfast is Dorothy Esancy read a poem. "Silent
they found many of them dead and whistle right along and it is expectwcunded. One bird semied to be a ed to be in commission around Soest of Mr. and Mrs. WiUiam Davis. Prayer." and Willard Howard gave a
Mis. Ambrose NUes of Rockland reading on "Brotherly Love," The
slranger here, as none of us had ever June 1.
recently visited her daughter Mrs. closing hymn, "A Shelter In the Time
seen one like him. We referred to Freeman Beal. B.M. lst class and
Of Storm," was sung by John Howard
our bird guide and found it to be a L. B. Beal, M.M.M. lst class, left Herning Johnson.
Mr. and Mrs Elmer Carleson and and Quincy Young with the school
rose-breasted grosbeak. He was a Wednesday of last week with the
family have moved to the house joining in the chorus. Next Sun
beautiful bird nearly as large as a picket boat from the coast guard they
boughl Qf John Caven
day’s lesson will be found In Mark
robin, with a black head, black and station for Portsmquth and BaltL
Mrs. Catherine Robinson of Cam >3:33-37, and 14: 1-9, subject “Jesus
white wings and tall and a white and more. This winds up the career of
den is working for Mr. and Mrs. and Hls Friends." This wlll be a pro
rose colored breast. His home is in this little boat, which did many a
James Caven. x
fitable lesson and it Is hoped that
northern Canada and he winters In good deed for island residents
Mrs. Charles CromweU is confined the adult classes will be well at
Central America.
throughout the county while sta to her home by illness. .Mrs. Peter
• • » •
tended. »
tioned here.
McCourtie has been caring for her.
Great Dock Island
Mrs. Clyde Grant spent last week
John Caven has sold a fine cow
Rev. Mr. Guptiil of the Sunbeam end at her cottage here.
GLENMERE
named
Buttercup to Carle Malstrom
called on us recently, and hls visit
Mrs. H. W. Andrews of Norton's
Mr. and Mrs Charlea Wall were
was enjoyed by all.
Mrs. James Kellogg of Cambridge,
Island and Mrs. J. W. Kelley were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Flood
Miss Myrtle Faulkingham Is work
recently callers on Mrs. Edward end daughter of White Head re Mass., was a weekend guest of Mrs.
ing for her sister Mrs. William Lock
Lucy Smith.
Hopkins in South Thomaston.
cently.
hart.
Mrs. Irene Bond arrived at her
Robert Williams of the coast
Mrs.
James
Caven
remains
about
Mr. Crosby has been at the station
cottage last week after spending the
guard returned Sunday from the the same in health.
repairing the telephone.
rifle range at Camp Curtis Guild.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wall motored winter with her son in Milton, Mass
Mrs. Frank Faulkingham and
Ex-alderman and Mrs. George
Wakefield. Miass, and Clifford El to Rackliff Island Wednesday after
daughter Lucille have returned to
Nichols of Everett, Mass., visited
well
has
spent
this
week
there.
noon.
Baker Island Light after spending a
Keeper A. J. Beal of the light re
Misses Myrtle Flood and Bernice Mrs. Lucy Smith Sunday.
week with Mr. and Mrs. William
Matthew Atkins of Allston, Mass.,
Blood
of Rockland and Joseph Pease
ceived
a
wire
May
15
calling
him
to
Lockhart.
Keeper and Mrs Kennedy expect Jonesport, as hls mother Mrs. Ed and Dick Lowell of Thomaston were is guest of Mr. and Mrs. William
Keene.
to try out their new Oldsmobile soon. win Beal had suffered a serious ill guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wall
Dwight Mosher of Rockland sup
The chickens are coining now, and turn. Mrs. Beal was unconscious Sunday.
plied at the Ridge Church last Sun
it seems as though all keepers of on his arrival and died the following
ELECTRICAL REMOVAL OF
day morning in the absence of Rev.
other stations are having as good morning. Mrs. A. J. Beal left that
TONSILS
afternoon
for
Jonesport.
The
seven
No risk to patient; no hospitalization Milton R. Kerr.
luck as we are.
• • • •
Mrs. Saima Matson spent last
children of the deceased were all Free Examining Clinic 3 to 5 p. m.
Saturdays
weekend with her daughter Mrs.
at the funeral of their mother, com
Twa Buch Island
DR. ETHEL CRIE
Harland Bragdon at Long Cove.
F. C. Batty and Mr. and Mrs. D. L. ing from various States, and be
Osteopathic Physician
William Keene recently received
Mann and daughter June were Rock sides the sons and daughters sh-e Office Tel. 136; Res. 83. Thomaston
157S78
200 one-day-old chicks from Acacia
leaves 17 grandchildren and great
land callers Saturday.
poultry farm, North Reading, Mass.
The French patrol beat passed re grandchildren. Keeper and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wiley, Mrs.
Beal arrived home last Saturday.
cently, going east.
Byron Davis and Mrs. Walter Bar
Keeper Leland Mann, D. L. Mann Much sympathy is extended them in
ter were in Rockland Tuesday.
and Sam Batty were at Friendship their loss by their friends here.
recently and purchased 30 chicks of
r I
Albion Wotton. Mr. Wotton has a
When anything as crooked as the
WKatY<
Yovrwaivt
fine display of Barred Rock chickens pretzel can come back there is hope
.In the
D. L. Mann and Sam Batty were for the corkscrew.—Toledo Blade.
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WANT-ADS'

qdLLon^
“20 miles to the gallon!” ”22!”

will still be there when you change your oil again. For,

”24!”

“Sometimes as high as 25

as millions of miles have proved, the new Chevrolet

or 26.” Those are Chevrolet owners speaking. And

Six certainly is a world-beater for economy. You’ll

they’re indulging in some good old-fashioned boasting

save on fuel—and on upkeep, too. And on repairs.

over the gasoline habits of their new Chevrolets.

And on depreciation. And the price you’ll pay for the

Yes—gallons certainly do s-t-r-e-t-c-h a long way

Chevrolet Standard Six Coach is lower than the

in a Chevrolet Six—farther, in fact, than in the tank

price of any other 5-passenger 6-cylinder closed

of any other full-size car. And the same thing

car you can buy. $455! What a price—What a car!

holds true of oil. Put five quarts in the Chevrolet

CHEVROLET MOTOR COMPANY. DETROIT. MICHIGAN

crankcase and the chances are those same five quarts

Prices range from $445 to $565, f.o.b. Flint, Mich. Special equipment eatre.
Low delivered pncee end easy G. M. A. C. terma. A General Mutore Value.

SAVE WITH fl NEW CHEVROLET
SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.
689 MAIN STREET
APPLETON MILLS
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Chaples
and daughter of California have
come to make their home with Mr.
and Mrs. James Morse. Old friends
are glad to welcome them as Ben
spent his bovhood days in Appleton.
It certainly seems good to see the
Jcshua Wentworth place open again
lor the summer When the cold
winds of winter start ln Mr. and
Mrs. Wentworth hie them to thelr
bungalow in Florida.
Mr. and Mrs Urban Trask of Cam
den wire Sunday guests ol Mr. and
Mrs Joseph Wentworth.
Friends of Mrs. Ashton Ripley
regret to learn that she is confined
to her bed these pleasant days.
Usually she ls able to sit in her
wheelchair, and always has a bright
smile and cheery word for callers.

ROCKLAND, MAINE
ROCKVILLE

very pleasant evening closed with
everyone singing “God Be With You
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. Shirley Till We Meet Again."
Kelley are pleased to know that
Clarence Smith is having a boat
their son Harvey Is graduating from built at the shop of C. M. Rich, to
the High School in Oakland (where be ready in the fall. It will be
the Kelleys have been living the about 34 feet long.
past few years) with high honors
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Rich, Mrs.
and has a leading part in the Sidney Wallace and Mrs. Edward
graduation exercises, the salutatory. Robinson motored to Rockland and
The fire which raged so fiercely return last Sunday.
all last week ln this town is now
Mirs. Barron Wafson entertained
extinguished. The church was very the Ladies Aid this week with 14
badly damaged and many homes present. Next week they will have
were in danger.
a public supper at the home of Mrs.
Twenty-five of Mrs. Hettie Stan W. H. Kittredge.
Mrs. James Benson who spent the
ley's friends and neighbors surprised
her Friday evening of last week by winter with her daughter Edna in
joining in helping her celebrate her Asheville. N. C., has returned home.
83d birthday anniversary. The time She was accompanied by her daughwas passed socially and singing j ter and grandson who will spend the
hymns in which Mrs. Stanley joined, summer with her.
as she always has been very fond of
A critic complains that there are
singing. She received many gifts
and three very attractive birthday too many films with unhappy end
cakes, one made by Mrs. Charles ings nowadays. Manufacturers of
Harding, one by Mrs. Sidney Wal face powder, rouge, eye-black, and
lace and one by her daughter. Re handkerchiefs entirely disagree witli
freshments were served and the him.—The Humorist.

TREMONT

Rev. George F. Currier will con
duct the Sunday services at the
Baptist Church witli preaching at 2
o'clock, followed by Sunday school
at 3. The Blues were leading last
Sunday in the attendance contest.
Mr. and Mrs. D. A. Sherer motored
last Saturday to Augusta where Mrs
Sherer attended the spring meeting
of the Maine Home Economics
teachers. One of the pleasant fea
tures of the convention was the
banquet at the Worcester House in
Hallowell.
Rev. and Mrs. W. P. Richardson
who recently came from Florida and
are spending a few days with Mrs.
Emma Leach in Rockport called on
friends ,in this place Thursday.
Mrs. Lula Marshall has returned
after a few days spent in Portland
and Augusta.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Moody visited
Mrs. Ida Lehtinen of New York
Sunday with her people in Liberty.
recently purchased the Wade farm
Mr. and Mrs Frank Hart were
and Is now living there.
guests at Mrs. Hart's former home in
Burkettville Sunday.
NORTH WASHINGTON
Friday night ABE was represent
Maurice Lenfest with his brother
ed ln Liberty at the speaking contest
George
and a . friend from Massa
between the four towns by Ruth
chusetts, were at the home of their
Mitchell and Willard Pease.
Warren town team played Apple- parents over the weekend on a fish
ton town team at baseball Sunday on ing trip.
F. W. Cunningham and family
Ihe Appleton grounds. Result, 7 to
were
business visitors in Augusta
1 in favor of Appleton.
last Saturday.
Appleton High School giaduation
The young people here are having
will take place June 2.
gay times these moonlight evenings
Rev. Louie Watson will preach the
hanging mayb&skets. and mucn
baccalaureate sermon for ABE ln
sweetness i candy of course I is being
the Baptist Church 9unday.
spread over this place.
Will Miller has been building a
Elbridge Lenfest worked at the
piazza on his house, greatly improv village a few days last week, doing
ing its appearance
farm work with his pair of horses.
The eighth grade of Appleton
The season here starts ln very dry
grammar room go to Liberty this and the fire hazard is great. The
year to take thelr examinations for prospect for a good hay crop is poor,
High School. Several extra, pupils and unless rain comes soon, that for
have entered this room in the last any crop is the same.
few weeks, from our new families
We suppose we will have to have
another war. We have about finished
SOUTH LIBERTY
Comcl’s
paying pensions for the third one
Mr. and Mrs. Forest Jewett and back.—Lynchburg News.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Moody visited
Mrs. Alice Clark and Mrs. Lucy
Haskell Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Turner and
daughter Marjorie were callers Sun
day afternoon on Mrs. Amelia Brad
street and Mrs. Olive Nash.
Mr. and Mrs. Forest Jewett and
THE BANGOR DAILY NEWS IS YOUR HOME PA PER. It contains all your home news together with
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Giroux were guests
Associated Press News lrom all over the world, and many interrating features. You gel it first in The
of Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Leigher Sat
News. It b> a favorite tn thousands of homes ln Eastern and Northern Maine.
urday evening.
Arthur Gove of Taunton, Mass.,
FILL OUT COUPON AND MAIL
recently called on hls cousin Mrs.
Inez Leigher.
Subscription Dept.
Subscription by Mail Only
Forest Jewett, Lee Oiroux and
Bangor Iiaily News,
Maynard Whitaker were visitors
Bangor, Mr.
$1.00 for 10 Weeks
Please send The Bangor Daily News for
Monday in Waldoboro and Cooper's
months
to:
Mills.
$1.25 for 3 Months
r
Frank Sukeforth spent last Sat
Name . ................................................................................
$2.50 for 6 Months
urday with hls sister Mrs. Inez
Leigher.
Address ..................................... . ................................... .
$5.00 for 1 Year
Mrs. Arthur Overlock, Robert
Sender's
Overlock, Mrs. NeHie Tibbetts, Mr
Name ... . .
............................
.......
75c per Montli for Delivery outside of
Maine in U. S.; $1 DO per month in Canada.
and Mrs. E. A. Leigher and Howard
Addi ess .............................................................................
All subscriptions payable in advance.
Leigher attended the funeral of
Sylvester Vinal Sunday in Gardi
ner.

K>baeco> are

SPECIAL OFFER
THE BANGOR DAILY NEWS, “Maine’s Favorite Daily,”
10 Weeks for $1.00

Every-Other-Day
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THOMASTON

Knowlton,
Sprowl.
Three-base 1
hits, Valenta. Sacrifice hits, D.
Robbins. Bases on tells. off U Robb ns 3 off G. Robbins 3. Struck
out, bv D. Robbins 15. G. Robbins
6. Wild pitch, G. Robbins. UmP‘res- Smalley and Verge. Scorer,
Whitten.
nankr-wi

BLUES WERE LOSERS

ROCKPORT

ANNOUNCEMENT
But Their Baraea Class Supper
Mrs Clara Thomas was hostess to
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Rocs came
The Season Has Opened
Wednesday Night Was A Victory
the Saturday Night Club at her home
home Thursday evening from Bidde
With Seven Teams Sure
Thursday evening.
Mrs Carrie
After June 6
ford. where Mr. Roes has been con
Baraea Class of the Methodist Palmer of Rockland was a special
Tulips for Memorial Day, Bcautl
of the Pennant
fined ln a hospital some weeks on ac
ful Colors Mixed
church has been conducting an at guest.
count of severe injuries received in
Wednesday's results: South Thomtendance contest for the past 10 weeks
The Trytohelp Club will meet Mon
a motor truck collision near Bidde
aston 7, Rockport 6; Rockville 7, PlOF UNION
day evening at the Baptist vestry i
between
the
Blues,
with
Mrs.
Shirley
ford. Mr Roes is still confined to
rates 6; Snipers 8, Battery P 8.
with
a
covered
dish
supper
preceding
the bed; is not able to hear and is
• • • •
CAMDEN
Rollins as captain; and the Reds
Will have as associate, his son—
Sunday's Games
Mr. and Mrs. Standish Perry who with Henry deRochmont as captain. the business session.
F. L. BROWN
suffering from his jaw. which was
ELM
ST.,
THOMASTON
Rockport vs. Pirates, at Rockland, have been spending the winter in The Blues were losers, and treated
Mrs Edna Robbins, Mrs. Louise
broken in two places. Hope is held
Clark Island vs. Battery F, at j Boston and Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
cut that he may recover his hearing.
61-63..
the winners to a supper, Wednesday Holbrook. Mrs. Leola Mann, Miss;
Montgomery who were in Engle great enthusiasm being manifested Marlon Uphan, Mrs. Lucy Stevenson
The Beta Alpha will meet with Miss
Thomaston.
of the staff of the Massachusetts Memorial Hospital
wood, N J., during the winter, ar- by all contestants, regardless of and Mrs. Anna Fish returned Wednes
WAKKLN
Myra Copeland. Knox street. Monday
Snipers vs. Rockville at Rockville
• • • •
6OS63
evening for roll call. Refreshment
! rive in Camden today.
day. and Mrs. Nina Carroll, Mrs.
: lvalry.
Alfred Wyllie has been absent from
The League Opens
Miss Doris Heald leaves Sunday
committee. Miss Christine Moore.
Marie Bisbee, Mrs Marion Richards
Mrs.
Rollins
acted
as
supper
chair

The Big Five League opened its fOr Boston where she will attend man. her efficiency convincing every ard Mr.s Orra Bums, Thursday from
Mrs Amos Mills. Mrs Nancy Poster. school this week because of a slight
♦
Mrs. Wallace Egerton and friends of injury to his right eye sustained while third consecutive season Tuesday the recitals to be given by the Hazel one that lt was well that the Blues the Grand Chapter Session, O. E. S.,
»
Waban. Mass., who have been at the , at pa' Sunday.
when two newcomers. Snipers and Boone school of Dancing..
In
’
LUul
AINU
FUUlwU
held
in
Portland.
Advertisements
ln
this
column
not
to
lost. Rev. and Mrs. C E. Brooks and
-------- ---4
There were 16 present at a social Battery F of Thomaston, played an
................... .. ..... _ ...
...
. exceed three lines Inserted once for 25 4
Mrs A]jce Winslow entertains thc Mrs Brooks' mother. Mrs. Gammon,
Egerton farm in Cushing several days
The World Wide Guild Will meet [ cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
were in town Wednesday calling upon Thursday evening when the True 8-8 tie game at Thomaston The ia(jjfs of the Methodist society Wedlines flve cents each for one time
KITTEN lost. male, maltese. Answers
Tuesday evening at the Baptist par tional
10 cents for three times, Bin words to name of Buddy. S, D. GREGORY,
Blue class entertained the Rainbow other towns got under way thc fol- n<,sday at her home on Mountain were given a hearty welcome, Mr.
Mrs E. P. Ahern and other friends.
make
a
line.
sonage.
Brooks having just come to thc pas
471 Main Bt. Phone 254._________ 62-64
both
of
the
Congregational
Sunday
lowing night when South Thomaston street
The funeral of Joseph Grover. 58.
L 1
$10 REWARD for return ot altered
torate from Rumford. Other special
Mr and Mrs. Herbert Hardy and _
I
—
male cat which disappeared from Cresj^rs Albert Decker is to entertain guests were Rev. and Mrs. Albert F
a native of St. George, who died May School, the former taught by Miss and Rockville both won thelr games
sons
were
visitors
Sunday
at
Mr.
and
’
ZN
..
’
cent
8t May 12
Long hair, yellow
the w C TU. junc 5.
23 in Damariscotta, was held at thc Edna F Boggs and the latter by Mrs. by the same score, 7-6.
IVeUllagCS
flttaflTA*
♦ wlth white underbody, neck and face.
Luce of Camden and Miss Ernestine Mrs. Fred Kimball's Beauchamp ♦ Nlimmop
Alice
Brown
Sandwiches
and
punch
kJUUIlUCl
small
yellow
speck
on
right side of face
There are four new teams In the
A. D Davis A: Son chapel Thursday
Memorial Day will be approprlate- Nodding of Augusta.
Answers to name of Happy.
Write
Point.
afternoon. Rev. H. 8. Kilborn offici were served and games played.
league this jear
the Snipers of j |y observed in Camden and the cereIf you hav. a cottage to .et oe
»PCK' Atlantlc' Me________ E±4
The absence of Mrs. William
A
union
memorial
service
wlll
be
Mrs
W.
H.
Robinson
and
sister
Miss
desire summer boardera advertise the 1
TWO flat keys found on Main St. Call
Rockland, Battery F of Thomaston, monjes conducted by Arey-Heal Ellingwood, class teacher, due to ill
ated. Burial was in St. George.
fact in this paper where thousands
at COURIER-OAZETTE.
62-64
held at the Methodist Church Sunday
The annual meeting of the Baptist Mary Wyllie were supper hostesses Rockport and Clark Island. With the post
l Rev. Leroy A. Campbell,
wlj)
read
of
lt.
ness. was deeply regretted. A letter at 11 a. m. with the pastor. Rev. F. F.
--------------------- |!
,h<. BaptiM qhureh
Mission Society has been postponed Thursday evening at the home of the three standbys. South Thomaston,
SEVERAL cottages alt furnished, for
former. The guests included Mrs. Rockville and Pirates, this makes a deliver the address at the cemetery, from her. replete with the charm and Fowle, delivering the sermon, hls sale
to June 6.
or to let for the season at Old
wisdom she has infused into her subject "The Three Memorials”, A Orchard
Anna
Starrett,
Mrs
Laura
Starrett,
RANOOR REAL ESTATE EX- 4
seven-team league. The schedule this
parade ,.m
(ormed in Post.
Samuel Lewis of Eoston arrived in
teaching, was heard with much ap- choir composed of members of both CHANGE, 114 Exchange St.. Bangor
town Friday night on a short business , Mrs- Alice Brown, Mrs. Flora Pea season consists of 24 games. Each 1
62-73
preciation. and to remember Mrs. churches will sing. The Fred A, Nor
body. Mrs. Grace Campbell, Mrs. team plays every other team four office square at 9 45.
NEW COTTAGE at Crawford's Pond
trip.
PATIENTS wanted In good home by
The
Philathea
class
of
the
BapEllingwood's
birthday
falling
on
wood W R. C. will attend in a body. two chambers and fireplace, for sale or I „~H,*„eed° n'™ aged. Invalids or
Jessie Walker. Miss Edna F. Boggs games
• « • •
to let. FRED SPEAR. East Unlon^
,
Infirm
j
.
tist
Church
met
at
the
church
par-1
Thursday
she
was
given
a
festive
Reasonable terms.
The regular Sunday School sessions ________________________ _________ C1C3 : Best of references MRS
and Miss Susie Hahn.
South Thomaston needs only one
_(
J. E. DODGE.
Fales Circle. G AR, met with Mrs
cake and a tard shower.
| wlll
held at
churches at 10
FOR RENT, at Holiday Beach an eight Spruce Head.
61*63
Mrs. Elliot Feyler of Somerville. more wtnnlng lcam and lt can keep *
'
Susie Newbert Wednesday afternoon
AAlgUvlr.rS£r ! WOULD LIKE position as housekeeper.
A happy feature after the supper. a m aj£0
young people's service
Mass
,
has
been
guest
of
Mr
and
Mrs
t
he
cup.
as
under
the
league
rules,
wh.r«i‘LrJ?iRSM W c VIDLT?< «'*'> cook fltw Wkit""* »6 week, refer and evening. Cards were played and Percy Moore and also of relatives in' the ^t team to win three times is' ™XXt » ^7"
hour was a miscellaneous shower at 6.39.
32 Orace St, Lowell. Mass
60-tI , ences.
»nce« MRS. M R STRAND. 126 Cama short business meeting held in the
63*65
COTTAGE at Cooper’s Beach for sale den St.
given Capt. and Mrs. Elmore Strout,
Rockland
this
week.
j
the
owner
thereof.
According
to
preAt
the
Baptist
Church
at
7
30
p.
m.
or to let; electric light®. CALL 178-R
afternoon. A picnic supper was
WASHINGS wanted wet. rough dry
Misses Emma and Anne Alden ar recently married. The gifts, prettily
or
at
BLACKINOTON
’
S
SHOE
STORE
Mr. and Mrs. George W Walker £Pason dope seven teams are going to
a special patriotic service will be held.
or Ironed, also curtains. Call for and
served. Twenty members were pres
61-66 delivered MRS CHARLES McKINNEY.
rive this week from Boston to open wrapped, were placed in a gaily
________________
COTTAGES at seashore and lakes for 42 Cedar St. Tel. 1051-J
62*64
ent. and outside guests were Mrs. Lin are at their cottage Oalashiels for the nave ^at cup in September And ac- ; their home on Main street for thc I rimmed box. and presented by two The singing of Civil War songs will
summer months.
open the meeting There Will also be ’ale and to kt. Many good bargains. j EXPERIENCE STITCHERS wanted
cording to Hoyle six of them are going
coln and Mrs. Smith of Camden,
summer.
little
girls
gowned
to
match
the
box
,
Write
Ior
list
L.
A.
THURSTON.
RockMnilERN PANTS COMPANY
Dorothy Spear of Waldoboro has to be disappointed.
spec al music by the choir and by the lAnd Tcl 1159
Apply at modern pants company
Comrade Killeran of Rockland. Mrs.
...
.
_
... —•
SS-tr
Dr. and Mrs. C. G. Robbins. Miss trimmings—June CTatto and Ruth
bcen the guest of her grandparents
Hie
subject
SEASHORE
COTTAGE.
Rockland.
Me.
,
ycung
ladies'
chorus
_____
_____
_
___
.
nprn-:___
Cora Currier. Mrs. Georgie Robinson,
Rockville 7 Pirates 6
Elizabeth Raymond. Miss Carrie ] Witham. June made the presentation Will be “Our Flag". Rev G F. Currier r.^.nlLor ftSSIL
fu'!2 Ro"e"'Seed’llatoea Green Mountain
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Spear at East
Mrs. George W. Ludw’ig, Mrs. Lucy
wa™.' W.Trn'EIJL.^lM’Mahi'st
and E‘Ung Pot“°es Uwd “ck*
Rockville defeated the Pirates in Thompson and Leon Johnson have speech which was an original verse, delivering the sermon.
Warren the past two weeks
free from holes. Highest prices paid ln
Everett, Miss Eiza Whitney, Misses
48-tf exchange for our grain, flour and feeds.
Mrs. Fred Overlock of Orono Joined the Big Five League opener at Com- arrived from Lawrence. Mass and A brief business meeting and a social
Francis Gilbert of Utica. N. Y. has
Ruth and Celia Flye of Thomaston.
STOVERS CASH ORAIN STORES, DIS
munity Park Wednesday night 7 to 6. I are at Juniper Lodge. Lake Megun- hour rounded out the evening.
her husband here last weekend.
TRIBUTORS for STOVER FEED MFO.
arrived in town for the summer and
Highest scores were won by Mrs Cur
CO
On track 86 Park St. Rockland.
Mrs. Jane Andrews has re-opened Matson and Perry both pitched nice tic°°k.
is occupying one of the Chatfield
rier, Mrs. Ludwig, Lucy Everett and
Just below Armour's. Tel. 1200
61-63
TIIE
ST.
GEORGE
CIIVRCHES
her summer home here after a ball, but Matson received errorless
Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Prescott have
cottages on Russell avenue.
POSITION wanted as housekeeper for
Ralph Everett.
•a inter's sojourn at Safety Harbor, Fla. support, while two of the winner's moved from Pleasant street to the
widower or elderly couple. Experienced
I,.—
Ridge and Port Clyde, Baptist
Miss Adeline Callahan of Boston,
Church Night was observed ThursBest references. C. E. B, care thia
She has as guest her cousin Miss runs were booted in. Rockville over- O. L. Young house on Meohanic
61*63
j-,.
.vstvnr
at
th„
Ranttet
Chlirrh
r
"
*
’
rAJiaja-r-OYMOUTM
for
sale,
guest in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Services for Sunday. May 28. Rev. day evening at tne Baptist vnuren al9O .M chev
.2g Bul(,k 4.Pa, office.
Annie Andrews of Westboro. Mass.
came a four run lead in the fifth and street.
POSITION as chel or order cook want
Eugene Closscn, entertained a two
With
a
large
number
Of
parish
memCoupe.
'30
Olda
Sedan.
'31
Ford
Tudor.
Megunticook
Encampment. IO
Milton R ..........
Kerr,-----minister: 10.30 a. m ...... ed
Best
of references. H. T. PERRY.
'” Plymouth
f>,------- Sedan- and
- • others
------ va»n.
Cash. nr.ee
Dana Smith Sr went Wednesday to took a 7 to 4 lead in the sixth. The
Megunticook tneampmem,
x.v, ------.
'31
st ciiv
•tf
tab',; bridge party Thursday eve Portland where he entered the Marine Pirates rallied again in the last Inning OF . entertained the district meet- and 3
object. "Hte City of bers present. At 6 30 a baked bean «„ms
tride TeI
Tfntnl, Har-1 °™~.
f-lty
62*64
ning. Highest scores were made by
Camden. Pf^ce) 7.30 at the Ridge, "The supper was served under the direction °°r- Mc HENRY K ALLEN
but fell one run short of a tie when ing Thursday evening.
Hospital for further treatment
The Social Welfare committee met Teague made a nice scoop of Wink's Rockland? Belfast. Union and Vinal- Hallelujah Life Insurance Co. of Mr> Mildred Rhodes At the busim' thomab'* s^Spru.'r‘'st
Mrs. Georgie Robinson and Willis
I
♦
-ss senior.which followed. Rev and
«•>* ♦
Kinney. Miss Callahan proved to Wednesday at the Montgomery rooms grounder for a forceout to end the haven Lodges are included in this
1W t*ljl
«
be a fine hostess, every member of to do some Red Cross sewing. Miss game. Henry Oardner and Al Starr district and every encampment wa* Sunday ^oolsat theusua hours. Mrs. O F Currier were chosen BTUU™ fcr^»k. Parent. Dvwm^nd ♦88
— * * * * * 8|
the party being happily enter Tena MacCailum acted as hostess, turned in nice fielding games, while represetned with the exception of
FOUR room unfurnished apartment,
f-E- « 6 30
*lc^tes to the State
P»O- «
RockUnd 62-63
with toilet. 118 month
V. F STUDtained.
other members present. Mrs. Grace Teague led both teams at bat with two Vinalhaven. Supper was served at
Wednesday at Lewiston. June 20-22. Plans were
walnut bedroom. set f«_uk, eight LEY. 283 Main St Tel. 1080________ 61-tf
of
Rock
.
the
Ridge,
7.30;
Thursday.
Port
Clyde
also
discussed
for
the
Every
Member
plece
*'
prlce
reasonable,
tel
872m
The death of thc former Lou Wyllie, Mrs. Reta Coburn. Mrs Laura singles and a double out of four. The 6 30 o'clock. Luke Davis
63-65 1 ROOM to rent at 100 Union St. MRS
63-S-66
at 720.
>
1 Canvass which will start in the near
darwin tulips
from imported LBOLA ROSE
Ccmery of Thomaston. Mrs. Luella Scavey Mrs ,Martha Weich and Mrs j-orc:
land, grand junior warden of the
SIX ROOM tenement to let. bath,
A cordial Invitation is externidea to future for raising money for the
«
•/"I
nz^lone”
°8*
‘
M Hudson, widow of Frederick Carrie BU-ier
gas. light®, piazza. Nice cellar. Rcugrand encampment and G. R. PRockville
everyone.
1 regular church expenses of ensuing Thomaston. Me Tel. 153 or Rockland sonable at 266 Main St. Inquire ROYAL
Hudson of Newtonville. Mass., oc
Oscar E. Starrett and William
ab r bh tb po a e Robert Davis of Skowhegan, were
62-64
SHOE STORE.
63-65
• • • •
year. It was also decided to hold the 664 w
curred May 10. Burial was at | Stevens attended the annual meeting o Starr, c .... 4
0 present. A social was enjoyed in
TULIPS and Nan Jssus for sale atSEVEN ROOM house and garage to
Tenant
’
s
Harbor
and
Wiley
Corner
Community Cnurch School, begin- reasonable prices. MISS MARGARHr let. In Rockville, on State Highway.
Leominster. Mass.
of the Knox County Fish and Game Teague, ss ...
0 the evening.
Atthe 9.15 service at the Wiley ning June 12 and to continue for twoRUooles. Main st ■ Thommon 63-it | Route 101. tel 352-3 _________________ 6D63
Miss P E Dukeshirc and friend yiscociation "held Thursday at the m. Starr, lb
0
Mrs Evelyn Heal Has arrived from
ifim thc
.hn Har- uceks.
«
hn open
orwn to
tn the
th*chiiorcn
children Spear
WE for
HAVE
A E.FURNIETIiD
let at 29 Beech58-tf
Corner Pbnrzih
Church orxzi
and at 10.30
ItTt uwill
ill be
sftJetheat bankrupt
attractlvestock
prlcrgof con
st. mrsrooms
w s towhite
Oorchester. Mass., where she spent
in
bor
Church,
the
subject
Will
be
‘
of
both
churches
and
the
enrollment
stating
of
corn
and
bean
planter,
plow,
HOU8E
to
let
at
5
Rockland st Ali
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Kalloch Fri Rcckland Both Mr. Starrett and Mr A. Starr. 2b
4 0 0 0 3 2 0 the winter, and will remain
■ to exceed
ail machine, mowing machine part*.
LmoWiha>
nK Improvement., karage.
D. SHAFTER
"Worthy
cf
Remembrance."
An
i
this
year
ts
expected
ixceeu
15
Rockland
St.
57-tf
day enroute to. Tenants Harbor, i Stevens were appointed members of Helm. 3b ....3 1 1 2 0 1 0 Camden during the summer.
offering
will
be
received
at
each
previous
records.
The
treasurer's
re,
A1
¥
”
y
“
oV
‘
prire
’
P
ackard
The Baptist ladies circle will meet the advisory committee.
TENEMENT
at
80
Pleasant
St.
to
let.
2
0 0 0 0 0 01
Salminen, If
62-tf vacant June 5. Bath, sun porch, garage
church for relief of the needy fami- port fhowed the church in a very STORE, at The Highlands.
ln thc vestry next Wednesday
Thirty depositors of the Thomaston Lofman. if
SOUTH THOMASTON
1 0 1 1 0 0 0
BABY CARRIAGE and gas range for TEL 958'J------------------------------------- SLU.
lies left homeless by the Ellsworth satisfactory financial condition.
Supper at 6 o'clock, committee Mrs. National Bank were present Wcdncs- Hunt, ef ....
sale. Both In good condition
Price
EIGHT ROOM house to let. with
3 12 3 0 0 0
reasonable.
6 KNOX ST. Rockland or Rarage and garden privilege. A W.
Next Mondav evening the Wcssa- fire Brble school follows the morn-----------------Edith Kilborn. Mrs. Leila Smalley, day evening at the meeting held at Matson, o ...
3 10 0 1 4 0
Tel. 1167.
61*63 RICHARDS 7 Bay View Sq
62*64
weskeag Grange Band is to give a ing services; Christian Endeavor at
APPLETON
Mrs James E. Creighton, Mrs Glover hall. Richard Elliot, president
NARCISSUS 25c dozen
Tulips 50c
HALF house to let at 17 Warren St .
-------dozen Ready now
ARTHUR MARSH seven pleasant rooms; also two garages
Mildred Clcsson. Smaller receipts of the bank, explained the conditions
28 7 8 11 21 9 0 1 concert, followed by local artist in 6.15, topic. “How May We Be True
62-64 Inulre 12 WARREN ST
52-tf
several different skits. A small fee to the Missionary Spirit of Jesus?"
Mr and Mrs. Sidney Andrews and 77 Broad 8t Tel. 368-M
than usual have made it necessary to very concisely and Capt. John Brown,
Pirates
1929 STUDEBAKER Sedan for sale, or
TWO apartments to let at 38 Beech
daughter Mrs. Nina Carroll were will trade for coupe JOHN KAJAN- St four and flve rooms Bath, lights.
plan for two additional suppers. A chairman of the depositors' commitab r bh tb PO a e of 10 cents is to be charged After leader to be announced,
DER, Warren. Me R D 1
62*64 gas ranges and some furniture, garage.
the entertainment a social dance will
Music will be furnished by the visitors at thc Grant homestead —
first class entertainment is in charge tee. sooke confidently of the bank's H. Gardner. 3b 3 2 1 2 2 5
-r—3-------- 3------ 3—I—z---------- Great reduction In rent to permanent
0
)TUn?'r-aP»"
>* A THURSTON. Tel IIS®.
follow.
,
Young
People's
Choir
at
the
7
o'clock
Sunday.
cord 88. fitted soft wood. 86 T. J. CARFreeman, ss
3 2 2 2 0 2 0
• • • •
60-tf
.service,
which
will
follow
closely
Mrs.
A
W.
MeCorrison
and
Lindley
six
room
apartment. ... modern.
Winchenb'ch. rf 3 1 0 0 1 0 0 :
BRADLEY S A-A Quality and Agrlco ,9 Orove 8,
Available June 1. Tel.
WesKaweskeag Grange
that of last Sunday evening, the Bradbury Jr are expected to arrive at
3 0 2 2 1 3 0i
i Carter. 2b
Fertilizers, bone meal, sheep manure. MRS MARSTON 103-W
58*63
subject,
“
What
Salih
the
Scriptures
the
home
on
the
Ridge
today;
also
nitrate
oi
soda,
and
reliable
garden
One
of
the
most
effective
and
in

3 0 0 0 0 1 0
Perry, p ....
, Prof and Mrs. M. H. Elliott of Cam- Tel. 446. PACKARDS STORE. High- *20 625 per month HERBERT B BARoccupying rcoms in Mrs. Martha si8n consent to the plan for re- R. Gardner. If.... 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 teresting programs was given by the and the Signs of the Times?"
lands. formerly G. H Hart
55-tf TER Call 25 or 1017-J____________ 52-tf
I erganization and to waive 32% of Day. c
Midweek services at thc regular I bridge. Mars.
Cogan's house. Oreen street.
3 0 1 1 6 2 0 Grange members May 24. The
.. ...............
.
.
FITTED WOOD, dried under cover. 610
LAWN ROLLER to let nt very low rate.
Fred Pratt and family who have ,
dePO-its.
J Richardson, cf.. 3 1 1 1 0 0 0 folic wing program was rendered and . time ln each church.
Mrs Ella McLaughlin is very busy cord; Junks. $8 Do not confuse wood Called for and delivered. Heavy water
.
I U/’i
at
farming
as
usual
at
this
season,
’
'"der
cover
with
wood
dried
under
ballaat
roller. Phone 791. CRIE HARD,
occupied the Burton house on
3 0 0 0 11 0 0
Mosher, lb
52-tf
cover. O. H. CRIE. Thomaston. Tel WARE CO. 408 Main Bt.
received great commendation: Duet,'
6
30
a.
m.
to
10:30
a.
m..
standard,
Long
Cove
but
finds
time
for
Grange
meetings
122-2.
56-tI
Elliot street the past winter, have
FOUR ROOM apartment to let. also
Memorial
Day.
throe
room
furnished
apartment,
both
26 6 7 8 21 13 1
returned to Tenant's Harbor.
,
St. George's Church. (Episcopal!. and movies meantime.
heated and newly
finished. MRS
FRO
ST
Tel
318-W
52-tf
V. A Simmons was making calls «e
Thomaston and Rockland crossed
Day cW chicks wW](.
J Rockville
.. 0 0 0 3 1 3 O-7
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the
FURNISHED apartment to let. two
. 1 0 3 0 0 0 2—6
service for tomorrow will be about town Monday in the interest of 4
bats at Thoma'ton Friday after- gatutxlav only. 8', cents each;'$1 per Pirates
rooms and private bath. 192 LIMEFOCK
»
ST Tel 600 or 211-M_____________ 52-tf
appropriate for the Sunday after the depositors in the Belfast bank.
noon, score Rockland 14 Thomaston d(?zcn at S,over.s Rc,kland
Two-base hits. Hunt, Teague.
6
HEATED apartments, all modern, four
«■«**««, «•
Bell Grant visited her sitter Mrs <**•*«.
8 Mere careful base running and plctc line seeds and fertilizers—adv Helin Freeman. H. :Gardner. Struck : duet, Harvey Crowley and Edna ascension; vespers and sermon at
rooms
Apply at CAMDEN Ac ROCKSEVERAL HOTELS that are fully LAND WATER CO Tel 634
Base
Alice Davis in Rockland Saturday of
52-tf
7.
by
Perry
6
throwing the ball to bases might
out.
by
Matson
7
o'clock.
All
are
welcome.
equipped
and
now
doing
business,
for
62-63
Rackliff: vocal solo, by request. Helen
FURNISHED apartment to let, three
last week.
1 on balls, off Matson 2, Perry 3. Urnsale; send Ior list
BANGOR REAL EShave won thc game for Thomaston..
52-tf
Rackliff, who in most charming voice
Mr and Mrs. Abner Orant Jr. are BangorEXCHANGE- 114 Exchangc ^73 rooms and bath CALL 996 .
All American Legion members
,,,
.
... .
... „ pircs, Simmons, and Lofman.
STRAND THEATRE
UPPER furnished apartment of three
choir will render “Let Me Walk
....
rendered
the
beautiful
song.
"The
planning for a visit here at Memorial
Garage If deare requested to meet in the Legion
IF YOU ARE ln the market for _ rooms, modern, to let
Wiith Thee," Bird. Union service
Battery Fa Sortie
farm or have one for sale, you should Rlred Excellent condition. TEL. 899-W.
Holy City"; tap dance, Stanton
rooms Sunday morning at 10.30 to
"Sailor's Luck," with James Dunn tim«wrU1 <«rtw from Quincy, get
51-tf
our list before you do business.
, Entering the last of the seventh Sleeper; poem, Celia Crowley: short
Specializing ln farm property six years
attend thc memorial service in in Baptist Church at 7 p. m.
and Sally Eilers comes for Monday ^as’
iheir car.
PARTLY furnished four room apart
BANGOR
REAL
HSTATE
EXCHANGE
At the Baptist Church Sunday :
wRh the score 8 to 2 against i.tories, Georgia Snow; story. Myrtle
Upon two occasions of late the 114 Exchange St., Bangor. Branch office. ment to let. flush toilet, electric lights.
Friendship.
and Tuesday
ELMER C. DAVIS. 22 Fulton St.
52-tf
Grants
on the Back road have looked Dexter. Me
62-67
Herbert L. Thomas is having a services will be: Bible schooi at; R Battery F combined four hits and Harlow; poem. Madeline Curtis;
“Sailor’s Luck” probably leans .......................
-------.------------- S------ :-------—
FURNISHED, heated apartment to let.
more tn rnmedv than anv nrpvlnn, irom their windows to SCC large gajTie
H» ACRE fam at Hope for sale fine Inquire 14 MASONIC ST.
50-tf
dormer window built in the roof of 9.45 a. m.; morning worship at 11. ■ three errors together to score six poem, Lotta Crowley; short anecdote more
to comeay than any previous
- buiidlngx, lights and water in house —----- =--\--------topic, A Man from the Country; runs. D. Robbins who ivas on the Maggie Gilchrist; an interesting dis
___
HOUSE at 22 Oak Bt. to let. all tnodwell
known
I
fr>cdln
g
Within
a
few
yards
Of
thc
and
barn.
Inquire
FRANK
H
MORSE
his house on Elm street.
61*63 ern- newly renovated, six rooms. $20.
6 p. m.. Y.P.S. of Christian En-1 mound for Battery F allowed eight course cn "The Present New Time team picture of the
buildings One morning it was two
"eights, d.mden
Mrs. Merritt Lenfest of Vinal
o.v
.... -3----- c®“ albert PETERSON at FullerSIX ROOM nouaw
house .ur
for sa.r.
sale, au
all mooern
modern Cobb-Davis.
46-tl
deavor; 7. p. m., union memorial hits and fanned 15 in the seven-in System," Ethan Rowell At the close screen pair. The story concerns a verv larep moose and a dav or two
haven is visiting her daughter Mrs.
bunch of “gobs" on fhorc-leave and very Urge moosc ana a aay or
conveniences, new garage, good locaAVAnAnIF ,nr r,n,
service. Rev. H. 8. Kiltorn speaker ning game. Only one of the eight of the meeting a bountiful lunch wav
I
—
—
j
---tion.
very
low
price.
Must
be
sold
at
I
available
for
rent
four
desirable
. .
... I latqr two deer,
Maude Pillsbury.
V F STUDLEY 283 Main St tenements. Main. Grove. Grace. Court
their romantic adventures while
• • • •
Tel.' 1080
56-tf stM
ERNEST C. DAVIS. Fuller-Cobbruns scored off him was earned, i served by the ladies of the organiza
The art class of the high school
“
dame-chasing."
The
action
take
:
Spear's Fine Record
THREE small places for aalc. suitable Pavls-_____________________________ 46-tf.
tion.
i
The score:
had a poverty social at the assem
henneries. 3 to 15 acres, 8750 tol
WHEN IN BOSTON—You can Duy
Strout Insurance Agency for
Principal Creighton has received
Next Wednesday evening promises thc sailors everywhere from a hi8850. V. F. STUDLEY. 283 Main fit copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
Battery F
bly hall Thursday evening. An or official notice from the University of
larious comedy scene in a swimming |. Walter Strout
Alfred M. Strout Tel. 1080.
86-i.f | home news, at the Old South News
to
be
an
even
more
eventful
affair
as
ab r bh tb po a
chestra consisting of piano, drum, Maine that Richard Spear, valedic
SMALL farm for sale at small ur— .. j Ajtencjr. W„hlngton Bt . next Old South
Insurance In all IU branches
a committee has underway a mock pool to a battering gang fight in a
West Washington, on Rt. 101. House 1 tPemnn't fit
‘ M Andelman's. 284
violin and saxophone furnished torian of this year's class in Thom Freeman, ss .... 5 10 0
marathon dance hail. Entwined Probate Bonds
Notary Public newly papered and painted. ERNEST1
trial
of
marked
degree,
the
partici

Perry.
2b
........
3
0
0
0
C. DAVIS. Fuller-Cobb-Davli.
46-tf
snappy music. Many games of aston High School, stood second in
vinal Building. Phone 158
pants of which are local members, throughout ls the tender romanc? ;
different kinds were played, and a the State in the tests recently con D. Robbins, p ... 3 2 2 2
of Dunn anti Eilers—adv.
un MAIN ST. THOMASTON. ME.
and
a
very
spicy
trial
is
anticipated.
pleasant evening was spent.
ducted by the University, thus win Keefe. 3b ...... 4 2 2 3
A number of star witnesses have bcen
The program for Memorial Day ning a scholarship for three ycars. In Henderson, lb.... 4 1112
engaged.
Robinson,
cf
....
3
1111
has been arranged as follows. All the tests for English mechanics given
WHEN you are planning to sell your
and fowl, call PETER ED
Libby,
c
..........
4
1
2
2
15
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times chickens
organizations are requested to meet at the same time, Charles W. Spear,
THE WIND
WARDS.
Tel. 806-J. Rockland.
52-tf
Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO
at 11 a. m. in the Legion rooms that brother of Richard, obtained the Morgan. If ..... 3 0 0 0 0
________________________________ 52-tf
DAY OLD chicks for sale. 500 on each
|For
The
Courier-Gazette)
USED CARS—The largest number of of the following dates: June 1 and June
a line may be properly formed to highest rank in the State for a mem Olssn, rf ......... 2 0 0 0 0
The merry wind ls playing
8 cents each. C. E OVERLOOK.
OFFERS
used cars offered by any dealer in city. 4.
61*63
Around the trees still bare.
proceed to Knox street, from which ber of the sophomore class. The Foster, rf ........ 10 110
Bought, sold, exchanged and financed Warren. R 2. Tel. 3-4.
I cannot really see her
‘
Grafton
......
1
0
0
0
0
by
FREDERICK
U.
WALTZ
at
Knight's
SIEB'S
OVERSIZE
CHICKS from
it will be led at 11.30 under com school and the town have reason to
Though certain she ls there.
Oarage. Park St.. City.
63*65 world's finest bloodlines, grow larger.
mand of the marshal. Walter Hast be proud of the record of these two
NOTICE-Thix I. to nottfy all that "'^UrVh‘‘Cm^l',L^wn<‘ri>.rhL,1,(X) TT
At flrst her gentle breezes blow
33 8 9 10*20 2
after this date I will pay only thoae bills ;
Bun. ®r»wn leghorns. AnWith a calmness so serene.
ings. to thc Mall and place decora boys.
that I contract myaelL . ROGER MO»«0'
wB»n
o%fiC
Then ln all her glory sweeps
It'xkland Snipers
tions on the monument and me
A Home Company and Local Investmi nt
RANG. Appleton. Me.. May 22, 1933
O'er the bending grasses green.
85
75;
Wh
Ar
Black
Minorca*.
R
c.
61*63 Reds. S. L. Wyand., $6 00; Hvy. Ass'td
Day o’.d chicks while they last,
ab r bh tb po a
morial tablet; thence to the ceme
Legal For Maine Savings Banks
Sometimes I'm sure she’s angry.
PAPER-HANGING,
for
cash
or
what
I
$5
00;
Lt.
Assorted
84.50
Add
25c
on
Saturday
only.
8'a
cents
each;
$1
per
Huntley.
2b
.....
4
3
0
0
1
3
tery where the honors will1 be paid
For I’ve heard her noisy yowls.
have you. Work guaranteed. Estimates k o-ders less than 100 Prompt live dellvTax Free to Holders in Maine
When In her temper raging
free. V. RAMEY. 236 Camden St. 62*64 erv guaranteed. SIEB'S HATCHERY.
the dead. The music for the occa dozen at Stover's. Rockland. Com Kalloch. rf ...... 4 1 1 1 1
She shrieks and screams and howls’
Free
From
Normal
Federal
Income
Tax
63* lt
plete
line
seeds
and
fertilizers.
—
adv.
LADIES Reliable nair goods at Rock 325. Lincoln. Ill.
Valenta, if ...... 2 2 1 3 0
—Clayton W. Deane (15).
sion will be furnished by the Rock
land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall orders
LARGI healthy chloks.
All breeds
Par Value $100. Dividends payable quarterly,
62-63
Edwards,
ss
....
3
0
1
0
solicited.
H.
C.
RHODES.
Tel.
519-J.
land City Band. The order of the
and colors to select from. See them to
52-tf day. All sizes. For immediate delivery.
February, May, August and November 1st. Callable
2 7
Widdecomb, c.... 4 0
" procession will be: Band. Company
A FAREWELL TO MAINE
LAWN MOWERS sharpened 8atlsfac- These chicks are bred from heavy egg
_
Knowlton, lb-. 4 1
3 11
as a whole or in part at $ 1 05 a share.
tion guaranteed. Called for and dellv- layers. The kind that will grow and
F. CAC of Thomaston, members
ered
Prompt
service.
Phone
791.
CRIE
:
produce
at
a
profit.
Know
your
chicks.
I For The Courier-Gazette |
0 1
Mason, cf ...... 4 0
This stock, issued under the approval of the
of the G.A.R., Spanish War Vet
HARDWARE CO.. 408 Main St.. City.
See the yeast fed chicks today. All
Even though I leave you now.
52-tf I kinds priced from 85 per 100 up. AcSprowl. 3b ...... 4 1
3 0
erans. American Legion. Daughters
Public Utilities Commission is offered to investors
You'll always be the same:
—vA-mAn.
--------------------- .7----- z:----- rr cording to age. White Peking ducks.
I loved you mid the frost and snow.
G. Robbins, p ... 4 0
0 0
NOTICE—If you are paying 40 or 50 20 cents each; Bronz Turkey Poults 35
of the American Revolution. Fales
at a price of $98.00 per share and accrued interest,
Free Delivery in a'.l nearby towns
cents per h°ur for la"jn mowing and cents eaCh
No business has wlthI loved you when It rained.
other
WOrk. tan
Call me. iI ii
11 ao
do n
lt ior
for 30 stood
otnnrl lhe
thf*depression like
litre the
+lxre poultry
nre,,i»v.,
Circle. G.A.R., American Legion
om
rworK.
in lots of three tons or more
yielding a little more than 6% per annum.
cents.
cent. Guarantee to please. ANTONIO ; bu„ne8R
8tirt now
The sea£n ’
Alas, dim shadows fall once more.
33
8
813
21
10
5
Auxiliary. Boy Scouts. Girl Scouts
BONINI Phone 640-M
61-63 Just beginning. Wholesale and Retail
I leave the mainland rugged shore
Subscriptions for this stock will be received at
Battery F ............. 0 0 0 2 0 0 6—8
And go to a land quite far away—
Church school will meet at the
KEYS! KEYS! KEYS! Keys made to Distributors ln Southern Maine for the
J B. PAULSEN
I only wished that I might stay!
order. Keys made to flt locks when ! famous Elmore Feeds, Lehigh Portland
the
office
of the company, 5 Lindsey street, Rock
Rockland
Snipers
3
3
0
0
1
1
0
—
8
Federated Church on Sunday at
original
keys are lost. House. Office or Cement, fertilizers and land lime.
Tel. Thomaston 84-2
So. you children, of dear old Maine.
land, Maine.
’Batted for Foster in seventh.
Car. Code books provide keys for all STOVER'S CASH
GRAIN
STORES.
9.45 a. m.: morning service at 11
Never wish to leave your home again.
locks
without
bother. Scissor, and DISTRIBUTORS for STOVER FEED
And Save fhe DilTerenre
Widfleeomb hit by batted ball.
Fnr when the time arrives to go
Camden-Rockland Water Co.
o'clock, subject, "Memorial DayKnives sharpened. Prompt service. Rea MFO. CO. on track, 86 Park St . Rock
You'll leel as I do now. I know I
63-lt
sonable
prices CRIE HARDWARE CO.. land. Just below Armour's. Tel. 1200.
Two-base hits, Keefe, Widdecomb,
109-8-tf
Retrospect and Prospect."
Tin
Dorothy Spear (13).
408 Main St., Rockland. Tel. 791. 52-tf
61-83

TULIPS

35c and 50c doz.

DR. H. H. PLUMER

DR. H. EDRIC PLUMER

In Everybody’s Column f

tnnwn

WANTED

FOR SALE

TO LET

REAL ESTATE

• MISCELLANEOUS

Its Six Per Cent
Cumulative Preferred Stock

HARD COAL
$13.50

;

Every-Other-Day

OCl ETY.
In addition to peraonal notes regard
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of
aoclal happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone wlll be
gladly received. .
TELEPHONE . ................. ........... 710 or 794
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MONTPELIER TO OPEN SUNDAY

Richard Donnell, private secretary
to Sheridan Scott, manager of the
Samoset, has arrived to resume hls
outics for the summer. Mr. Donnell
is associated with Yeaman's Hall,
Charleston, S. C., in the same
capacity in the winter. Between sea
sons he travels extensively, having
lately returned from a trip lo Cali4crn!a vb Panama Cana, s7)pping
[enroute for a
Havana

. . . Are you growing old

in an old-fashioned kitchen?

Mrs. Freeman F. Brown and son
Oardner go to Portland today to
visit Mr. and Mrs. Richard A. Booth
for the weekend and holiday. Sunday there will be a family dinner
party to celebrate the 80th birth
day of Miss Lydia Oardner, the
Mrs. Mary Gross entertained the
aunt of Mrs. Brown and Mrs. Booth. Jolly Six Club Thursday afternoon.

See what

offers you

Beautiful Montpelier, the rebuilt Knox Home lrr Thomaston, will open
Its doors to the public Sunday. May 28. with Mrs. John Creighton as hostess.
Old in spirit but new in structure, this splendid 18 room mansion, overlooking
the St. Oeorges River, is onc of the most interesting and historic spots in
Maine. Furnished with priceless Knox relics this veritable treasure house ol
history ls thrown open to the public for the season of 1933, visitors being ad
Dr. I’. B. Adams 1c spending the mitted daily on payment of a modest fee.
weekend with relatives in Boston.
MONROE-FALES
His return Monday will be on the 43d
Mr and Mrs. Oeorge E. Dunton. | ,-nnlversary of his coming to RockMiss Fredericka Hudson Fales. I
daughter MargaYet, and son Robert land.
daughter of Frederick S. Fales, of I
and C. E. Qilley. will spend thc
(By the Pupils)
Premium Point (formerly of Rock- j
weekend and holiday with relatives
Register of Probate C. L. Veazle
in Southwest Harbor and Salisbury has gone to Boston to sec thc week land), was married yesterday after-j
noon at 5.30 o'clock to Sheldon M , The terrific noise which signified
Cove.
end big league games.
Monroe, of Bombay. India, formerly' the falling of the centuries-old ehn
Thc Larkin Club was entertained i °f °h‘0, 500 °f the Ute Mrand Mrs ,tree
whlch stood behlnd Rockland
Mrs. Isabel Twaddell has returned
from an extended visit with rela Thursday cvening by Mrs. Felicia 8 A Monroe' of ohl°'at Homeside. High School heralded the fall of.i
Dodge at her home on Camden the FalM homc' ReV Dr
Howardmonarch. As long as boys
tives ln Somerville, Mass.
street. Prizes were taken by Mis Prcnch' of Scarsdalc- an old ^lend of and girls have been going to school
The Itooevik Club's next meeting Blanche Fales and Mrs. Clara Kelsey. the bride's family, performed the cere-j there it has always been a distlnmony, which was attended by more gulshing figure and in falling it left
will be on Friday, at the home of
than 100 guests A buffet supper and ' a place which will never be filled —
Mrs. L. A Thurston at The High
What’s it worth to you to have perfect cookery a
Mrs. O. Carl Cassens goes today
lands. Members are asked to note to Lubec where she will visit hcr reception followed.
Edward Ladd.
matter of course ... to never have anything under
* • • b
Miss Fales had for her only attend
change from the usual Tuesday son. Rev. K. Havenor Cassens for a
cooked or burned ... to have a modern automatic range
ants
two
ribbon
bearers.
Miss
Helen
Several
students
have written
meeting.
few days.
with new type smokeless broiler ... to have a cool,
Tracy, daughter of Mr and Mrs. Fred articles commenting on this event
pleasant kitchen .. to have more time to yourself.
erick Tracy, of Hongkong, China, and Just mentioned. Wc quote those ol
The meeting of the Speech Read
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Small and
What’s it worth to avoid those premature gray hairs
ers Club
Thursday afternoon sons Douglass and Everett are Miss Molly Rice, daughter of Mr and Stanley Gay, Edward Ladd and
and wrinkles that come with fretting and worrying
marked the completion ot the sea visiting Mr. Small's brother, Still Mrs. Chester Rice, of Schenectady, j Tony Accardi:
over needless kitchen duties?
son's practice classes. Mrs. P F. I mansmall, inShawsheen.
N. Y. N. Y. Robert T. Scgrest, of La Oee. Bill. I wonder bow old lt can be?
Older by far than you or me
Brown being in charge of final les- Onthelr waythere
theyvisited in Orange. Oa , acted as best man for Its trunk ls so big and round and old.
of tbe stories lt must have told.
son. The lessons which have been shirley. Mass
and Leominster, Mr. Monroe. After a two weeks' wed Think
Automatic Temperature Control
To the birds that havc nestled In Its
ding
trip
Mr
and
Mrs
Monroe
will
branches high
conducted by the Kinzie method of, Mass They will vistt ,n Marz.hcster
Wsy
up
there
near
the
sky.
The hours that have been spent in kitchens coaxing
live abroad.
lip reading have been both profit- N. H. on their return.
Tony Accardi.
The bride is a gradute of Vassar
an old fashioned range, guessing at temperatures and
able and Interesting. Plans for the
College, class of '24, and ls a member
annual meeting next Thursday were
watching and waiting for the “once in a while” when
"Cre-e-e-ak! Whe-e-e-e! Crash!
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Thorndike and
discussed. It will also be thc final Mrs. Hattie Davies will spend thc of the Vassar Club of New York. She With these unearthly noises, a pa- i
baking would be done perfectly are no more with a new
also was graduated from the Veltin : triarch of the elm family sank into ,
meeting of the season, meetings to weekend and holiday at Rangeley.
Quality automatic gas range.
School in New York and has traveled j oblivion. The scene was laid in thc
be resumed ln October.
abroad extensively. Mr Monrce was , back yard of the Rockland High
The Cheerful Circle met Wednes- |
Mrs. David Johnston of QuincyJ day cvening with Mrs. H. Pearl ' graduated from Kenyon University, in , School, and had as spectators a
• Automatic Temperature Control
to secure the world’s finest gas range in its price
Mass., and niece. ,Joan Ripley, werei studley. Cards were ln order, with Gambier, Ohio. He has been In the number of teachers, students and
•Automatic Top Burner Lighting
supper guests Tuesday of Miss Mrs Earle MaeWllllama and Mrs Far East for thc last eight years, for workmen. At the close of school
class
—a Quality—at prices that may never be
•New Style Porcelain Enameled Finish
merly making his home in Hongkong,
Marian Weidman. Rockport, re- p^cd Cates carrying off honors,
some of the more ambitious of the
duplicated.
China. He is now in the Bombay
•Handy Utensil Drawer
malning for the night.
I
_____
students set out to count thc rings
• 16-inch Baking Oven
------' Judge and Mrs. William H. Fisher office of the National City Bank.
telling hew old the tree was. After
Mr
and
Mrs
Philo
W.
Parker
of
I
•Fully Insulated
Mr. and Mrs. George E. Dunton I of Augusta were Rockland visitors
| East End avenue. New York, enter all had compared counts, it was es
motored yesterday to Belfast where j Thursday
• Separate Broiling Oven
timated that the tree was 230 years
tained with a buffet supper Friday,
Mr. Dunton had business.
•Heavy Cast Iron Construction
old. Later, a bit of inquiring was
Mrs. William T. White of New night at thelr home in honor of Miss,
done and it was learned that some
Mrs. William Ellingwood who has York is the guest of Mrs. C. M. Kal Fa'.es and Mr. Monroe. Mr. and Mrs of the oldest inhabitants of Rock
been 111 with grippe and bronchitis loch. Masonic street. She will be William T. White, of Essex House. land remember the tree as being as
for three weeks is now able to bs joined by Mr. White for thc week Central Park South, gave a tea at large and compelling as it was at
their home in New York Thursday
end and holiday.
up about the house.
a/DOWN
afternoon.—From Monday’s
New the time of slaughter. In the
earlier
days,
the
old
tree
sheltered
Mrs. J. S. Jenkins will have as York Herald Tribune.
Thc annual meeting of the BPW
noblemen of the forest no doubt
POWERxCOMPAHY
Club takes place Thursday evening her guest for the weekend and holi
. . . the balance divided over 12 monthly payments
It Is our wholehearted wish that
DOW-KNOWLTON
June 1, at the home of Mrs. Exxy day her daughter. Miss Mina Jen
of only $4.90 earh
the now-gone grandfather, be used
kins of Portland.
Perry.
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Mrs. David Johnston (Ella Orff)
returns to Quincy, Mass., after a
visit of several weeks with her sis
ter. Mrs. Ibra Ripley, who is con
valescing from a long illness. She
will be accompanied by hcr niece,
Joan Ripley.

Thc O. T. Club met Wednesday
evening with Mrs. Ruth Levenseler.
Miss Susan Spear registered highest
rcore for Uie evening.
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What Happened?

The Inside Story of the
Closing of Maine Banks

What part, it any, did the powerful Insult
interests play in the shutdown of the
Fidelity Trust Company?

Louis J. Brann, Maine's fighting governor,
promises to take personal charge of the
situation and give the people of Maine a
new deal in banking. Plans their opening
soon.
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CREDIT WHERE DUE

Chief Pettee and His Men
Share Honors With C.A.C.

Volunteers
------ Words of hearty appreciation are |
certainly due Fire Chief W. 8.
Pettee who was in charge of the
volunteers from Rockland, who as
sisted at North Haven, during the
recent fire. The good judgment he
displayed in handling the situation,
his qualities of leadership, and his
faithfulness in staying on the job
are all worthy of mention.
Leaving • Rcckland at midnight
Saturday, he arrived at North Haven
at 2.30, starting off immediately with I
Foy W Brown for an inspection of
the burning area, and a conference j
with the Vinalhaven chief. On his 1 •
return, before 7 o'clcck, after a hasty
breakfast, he ordered the Sophia 5
and the fire fighting apparatus'
across the Reach to the vicinity of
the fire, where, until 10 o'clock, he
directed operations, with only a
hastily eaten sandwich for lunch,
leading his men. and doing his share
of the heavy work of dragging sev
eral thousand feet of hose over the i
rough shore. After supper, he re
mained on watch, snatching only a
two hour nap. seated in a chair, j
after a heavy shower had somewhat
deadened the fire.
At dawn Monday he was up and
at it again, for another hard day of |
similar work. Monday night was a
little more restful, for after mid
night he was able to sleep until
morning, on a "comfortable" coil of,
rope.
On Tuesday, not until the appara
tus was unloaded from the lighter, |
and safely in the fire station, did he
leave for his home.
For well over 60 hours he was on
duty, and at the hardest kind of i
work.
Equal praise is due the volunteer
crew which included permanent i
firemen James Oray and Percy
Dinsmore; volunteer firemen John
Nystrom, Edward Walker, Oeorge
Burns and William Widdecomb.
Fifteen men from Battery E
240th C.A.C., commanded by Lieut.
Charles G. Hewett also did yeoman
service, both on the hose, and with
the bucket brigade. Especial men
tion should be made of Louis B
Cook. who. while not connected with
either organization, was one of the
hardest working men in the party. |
The boys are all extremely grateful
to the folks at North Haven, who
made every effort to make them as
comfortable as was possible under
the circumstances. They all have
pleasant memories of the excellence
of the cooking.
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ONLY SIX LEFT
Cutter Kickapoo, Southward

Bound, Now Has Quite a

Different Crew
The Coast Ouard Cutter Kickapoo
is in passage for Baltimore, where
she will undergo a thorough over
hauling, and lf present plans are
carried out she is due back at her
Tillson wharf berth next November.
But so many things have been
changed “since Hannah died" that
nobody knows what's next—especi
ally those employed in the Coast
Guard service. One thing which has
been learned is that the “Kick" is
soon to have a new commanding of
ficer—Lieut. Commander Jewell, at
present skipper of the destroyer
Wainwright.
Meantime substitute craft will
come to Rockland for the periods
when the Kickapoo would ordinarily
be In port.
Earl B. Drinkwater, formerly of
the Kickapoo staff has been trans
ferred to the Coast Ouard cutter
Ossipee and will be stationed at
Portland, to which city Mr. Drink
water is now arranging to remove
his family.
D. 8. Fish has been transferred to
the destroyer service.
Only six members of the Kickapoo's personnel when she was sta
tioned here are now attached to that
craft.
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ayi, | The Highest Anti-Knock Rating ever
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offered at regular gas price.
The Most Powerful Gasoline ever

.I offered at regular gas price.

(
i The first Lubricating Hi-test Gaso-

. JRl'

: line. It lubricates as it drives.
Tide Water Oil Sales Corp., 27 Main Street, South Portland

JOSEPH GROVER

Joseph Grover. 59. who lived alone,
died suddenly Tuesday at his home
in Damariscotta. He suffered a
severe attack of indigestion Mon
day night, but got relief. About 2
Tuesday morning, he became ill
again and telephoned for a physi
cian, but died within a few minutes.
He was born in Tenapt's Harbor and
in his youth follotved the sea. Sur
viving are a son, Vesper E., a daugh
ter, Harriet L. of Rockland, two sis
ters, Mrs Helen Pinkham of Attle
boro, Mass., and Mrs. Clifford Pills
bury of Beverly. Mass. and a brother
Edwin of Watertown. Mass.
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BELLE KNIT
STOCKINGS

For Women
Fine Texture I.isle
FULL FASHIONED
DISTRIBUTED BV RETAILERS
Made by Belmont Hosiery Company

1

Belmont, N. H
56-63

Not merely one Premium Quality...but Three
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